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FOREWORD 

The structure of SAIQOR encompasses the trajectory of international 

collaboration of CBHE REPESEA. This is a story of shared connections in which 

researchers develop insights into how to improve the state of research performance 

within the region of South East Asia.  Throughout the three years of the CBHE 

REPESEA project the whole team of both European and South East Asian partner 

universities contributed to the final form of this document through continuous 

positive comments, feedback, multiple workshop discussions, as well as various 

mini-pilot projects within universities as well as various other communities.  

Preparing this document took a lot of team effort. Throughout the three years of 

the CBHE REPESEA project the whole team representing the partner universities 

contributed to the final form of this document by their inputs in the form of 

comments, feedback and discussions. We are happy to present the reader with the 

final compendium of our results in the form of a text which was compiled and 

written up by the project teams at University Technology Malaysia and University 

Technology Mara. We hope that the Assessment System of Research Impact and 

Quality which we developed and present here will not only be useful for our 

respective partner universities, but also for other academic institutions in the 

South-East Asian region on their path to enhancing their research performance and 

create practical and accurate systems of research assessment. 

Throughout the process of developing SAIQoR, we have confirmed that 

a meaningful research performance measurement tool is best created by grassroots 

researchers, as they are the ones who struggle and survive the many twists and 

turns of accomplishing quality and impactful research. As we prepare SAIQoR, 

we are also aware of the existing research measurement tools utilized in various 

South East Asian contexts that hinder the academic impact of published research. 

Despite great efforts, we believe the present practices have yet to achieve 

equilibrium in purpose and meanings. Hence, through SAIQoR, we propose to 

examine the goal of producing meaningful research from the other direction. We 

seek to achieve balance by also focusing on non-academic impact, particularly in 

regard to how universities might contribute to the generation of impact for the 

environment, communities that need attention, industries that merit growth and 

governance, as well as public policies developed with the goal of greater 

inclusivity. 
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SECTION 1:                                                           

PREAMBLE 

The SAIQoR manual is created as the hallmark of the project Assessing and 

Improving Research Performance in South East Asian Universities, project 

number 574092-EPP-1-2016-1SK-EPPKA2-CBHE-JP co-funded by the 

Erasmus+ Capacity Building for Higher Education.  SAIQoR stands for ‘System 

for Assessing Impact and Quality of Research’.  The manual articulates five major 

critical aspects for scholarly research work, namely 1) environment, 2) input, 3) 

outputs, 4) impact and 5) capacity building.  Taken as a whole, SAIQoR’strength 

within its balanced spectrum ranging from generally accepted research 

measurement practices across well-known institutions to the contextual needs of 

research institutions in the landscape of the South East Asian region. SAIQoR is 

also designed to precipitate an equilibrium between i) the institutional performance 

of the universities based on a traditional publication corpus, and ii) societal impacts 

and overall well-being. To this end, the SAIQoR measurement combines both 

quantitative and qualitative perspectives with a focus on creating grounded, 

collaborative impacts throughout the academic-industry-societal ecosystem, while 

upholding common practices of attaining high quality publication outputs.    

 

 

Figure 1   General Outlook of SAIQoR 

Source: Authors' Own 
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The rationale for SAIQoR as a research performance instrument is to develop an 

effective and efficient tool for assessing academic research within the contexts of 

the countries of South East Asia (SEA). These nations are striving to achieve 

societal development within constantly dynamic political, economic, social and 

technological landscapes, as indicated in Figure 1.  The complexities related to 

research impact measurement affect the commitment of researchers, social 

activists as well as policy makers. Thus, it is of utmost importance to identify more 

practical and effective ways to steer research performance to achieve the best 

possible results. In responding to such issues, in the evaluation of research efforts 

and outputs it becomes imperative to understand and define deficiencies, develop 

strategic enhancements, and carefully determine the most effective uses of 

resources. 

Against the background of these needs, research assessment systems such as 

SAIQoR become a necessity rather than an indulgence, not only for South East 

Asian institutions.  Instead of spending freely on blue-skies research, it is vital for 

governments to incentivize university researchers toward identifying and solving 

real-world problems.  It is imperative for these professionals to determine solutions 

for disaster control and the alleviation of poverty, as well as to institute stronger 

anti-corruption policies, create frameworks for cultural and heritage preservation, 

equitably regulate water and energy usage, and, finally, to inspire entrepreneurial-

based innovation in critical industries such as agriculture and high-tech. At this 

moment of transformation for universities, they are being closely scrutinized in 

terms of their achievements, not only regarding academic publications, but also 

how they can impactfully contribute to the development of newly applied-based 

technologies, cultural and socio-economic progress, as well as environmental 

sustainability. This ever-changing landscape calls for a robust system of research 

assessment that would focus on quality and impact.   

Although nations such as Thailand and Malaysia have moved towards 

institutionalizing specific research tools to measure the research performance of 

academia, other countries lag behind in constructing such a system.  Hence, there 

is a critical need to design and implement a performance measurement tool for 

developing a critical mass of researchers who are empowered to perform their 

investigations in a sustainable academic research culture and in accordance with 

the aspirations of funding agencies toward the enhancement of the quality of life 

for all citizens. 

In responding to such a call for quality and impactful research performance, 

SAIQoR is designed for the use of research administrators, managers, academic 

researchers, doctoral students, along with policy makers. The methodology for this 
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research assessment training tool includes interactive workshops with academia 

and other practitioners focused on reflecting on successes as well as examining 

shortcomings to evaluate the best existing practices as well as develop new 

strategies.  Any useful research assessment system should also take into account 

that researchers must be empowered to prepare, plan and execute research related 

activities that demonstrate impacts to specific stakeholders. Both young and 

established researchers should thus become intimately familiar with ways to 

position and disseminate their research in good quality journals, at conferences and 

in modern media.   

The methodology for creating SAIQoR consists of four stages. Firstly, we study 

the process of measuring the quality of the research performance as depicted by 

the Leiden Manifesto (Hicks, Wouters, Waltman & Rafols, 2015), UK Research 

Assessment Exercise (RAE), Research Excellence Framework (REF) in Europe, 

and International School on Research Impact Assessment (ISRIA), the latter of 

which has spread to Australia, Canada, United States, Europe and several countries 

in Asia such as Iran (Yazdizadeh et.al, 2016) and Qatar (Grant et.al, 2013; Adam 

et.al, 2018). Secondly, we have conducted several intensive workshops as the 

consortium of Erasmus+ REPESEA to map out current practices in measuring 

research performance towards the development of the presented system. A series 

of brainstorming activities were generated to examine existing practices in 

research assessment and focus on how to further improve them.   

Appendix 1 presents the current state and practices of research assessment of the 

consortium of REPESEA members in a text which reflects issues and concerns 

relevant for Southeast Asia (SEA) partner institutions. In the third stage of 

development, the consortium met at the University of Bath in Summer 2018 to 

design strategies for improving and enhancing the existing research evaluation 

tools that would fit the needs of the developing academic cultures in SEA region 

and beyond. During the fourth stage, after the first version of SAIQoR was 

developed, the consortium members of SEA universities performed their pilot 

implementation projects. These pilot programmes focused on testing the developed 

assessment system through the assessment of the research performance of 

a selected unit at each partner institution. The results were then discussed at the 

next workshop in Warsaw, following which the SAIQoR was revised based on 

these pilot experiences. Subsequent adjustment was geared toward adjusting the 
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system to different academic disciplines and partner institutions.1 Consequently, 

the SAIQoR was implemented at partner universities. We hope that our work will 

make a difference to various segments of the society, i.e. that SAIQoR will also 

generate impact for under-researched minorities such as disabled populations and 

other socially-disadvantaged communities. 

As research and innovation are undertaken at almost every university in SEA, 

albeit with varying levels of capacity, resources and magnitude, an effective 

research evaluation tool for such a landscape must be developed to cater to the 

needs of universities that vary in terms of age, size, function to the nation (e.g. 

research-based vs teaching-based) and study disciplines.  Such a research 

assessment tool must have the capacity to enable this ecosystem which seeks 

growth and sustainability. Therefore, SAIQoR was created in a generally flexible 

manner in order to allow for the its contextual consideration and implementation 

at these particular university communities, each of which exists and operates 

within its own unique local cultural and institutional environment. More 

specifically, the flexibility and the contextual nature of SAIQoR encompasses both 

its contents and the timeline involved. SAIQoR can also be differentiated by 

institutions based on the varying level of emphasis placed on individual criteria, 

depending upon each institution’s vision, mission, orientation and strategies. In 

this way, SAIQoR prioritizes relevant and realistic values applicable to its users in 

ways that bolster fairness and inclusivity, i.e. the system is sensitive to capacities 

of the faculty-members, along with its emphases on efficiency and consistency. 

Figure 2 outlines the fundamental objectives of SAIQoR in its goals of supporting 

and providing insights to SEA universities. 

                                                 

 

1 The adjusted SAIQoR for individual partner countries can be obtained from Anetta Čaplánová, 

email: anetta.caplanova@euba.sk 
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Figure 2   Fundamental Objectives of SAIQoR 

Source: Author’s Own 
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SECTION 2:                                       

SAIQoR AND REPESEA 

2.1 Research Assessment in the Context of Southeast Asia 

One of the main aims the ERASMUS + REPESEA project has been to assess the 

research performance of universities in Southeast Asia. This aim forms the basis 

for the acronym REPESEA itself. The focus of research is very much dictated by 

the needs of each country, since the key fund providers of the research funding 

come from the governments. To a large extent it is the government that plays a key 

role in determining the most important research areas and the direction which will 

be most applicable to the needs of the country (Mohd Roslin & Abdul Rahman, 

2003). In short, a nation’s development is very much dependent on the outcomes 

of research activities, with universities looked upon as the initiators and processors 

of research.  Most universities in the ASEAN region strive to attain recognition 

through numerous academic and non-academic efforts, and the indicators for 

research performance remain based almost exclusively on research publications, 

both in terms of quantity and quality. Following this premise, those in academia 

rely on research grants to assist them in developing and conducting viable research 

projects that will allow for substantive and meaningful research outputs fitting the 

requirements of highly indexed publications. A robust system of research 

performance assessment for the universities in Southeast Asia is needed to provide 

insights into the most desirable extent of effort and the impacts of the choices 

made. Thus, SAIQoR or the ‘Assessment System of Research Impact and Quality’ 

has been conceptualized and developed to meet these needs. 

In addressing the need to develop the indicators to measure the research 

performance of universities in Malaysia, Thailand and Indonesia, it is to be noted 

that thus far the standard assessment tools that have been used to assess research 

and publication quality are internationally recognized scholarly publications. The 

need to create and transmit knowledge through publication has become the main 

aim of most academics in Southeast Asia, although other academic tasks often 

interfere with this goal. One key barrier to the pursuit of intensive publication 

efforts are the teaching demands that academics are to meet. Nevertheless, the 
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requirements of conducting research, publishing and the dissemination of 

knowledge are prioritized at many institutions. 

Such a deeply rooted focus on the creation and transmission of knowledge has put 

the number and quality of scholarly publications as one of the most common 

performance indicators for most universities globally, a measurement ultimately 

leading to the ranking of universities. This process can be detrimental for the 

promotion of individual researchers. Although there are differences in 

governmental policies pertaining to research and publication priorities among 

universities in the three SEA countries within the REPESEA project, the other 

impacts of research and publication activities have become more acknowledged, 

with a more conscious effort now put into increasing the standing of universities, 

in this region and beyond, to achieve world class status through more structured 

academic publication efforts. 

REPESEA represents an effort toward striving for unity where research 

performance is concerned, while also maintaining and taking into consideration 

the uniqueness of universities within each country. This is not a simple task given 

that universities in Southeast Asia are culturally diverse and socially and 

economically quite distinct. Thus, the challenge of developing an instrument for 

measuring research performance that is relevant, acceptable and potentially viable 

across countries becomes apparent when the requirements placed on researchers 

within each country is considered. The need to develop a robust assessment tool is 

clear among the Southeast Asian universities given the growing importance placed 

on research and the increasing amount spent on funding research activities.  

Impact refers to the results that are relevant beyond the research discipline and can 

be supported by benefits delivered to the economy, society, culture, public policy, 

and many more. According to LERU (Leru, 2012), impact is now the main focus 

of the research assessment systems adopted by academia. Although now widely 

incorporated in many research assessment frameworks including the UK 

framework (REF), the use of impact is also not without controversy. One of the 

main contentions is in determining how impact should be measured. Essentially, 

ways of identifying and quantifying impact vary widely among different 

disciplines. Impact may appear more tangible and clear in the medical sciences, 

where the discovery and development of new drugs, devices or other therapeutic 

interventions will be readily quantifiable in terms of both human well-being and 

economic benefits, although the basic research on which the intervention is based 

may have taken place much earlier. For specific social sciences disciplines 

involving human development, the impact measurement may be more challenging, 

thus a need has emerged to develop a more appropriate research assessment tool 
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in line with the diverse needs of researchers and universities at partner universities 

and in Southeast Asian region.  

Whatever the pros and cons, whatever the methodologies used, universities, 

governments and research funding bodies alike now need to use assessment tools 

that are more inclusive, to evaluate what works in different research environments, 

to comprehensively yet sensibly apply lessons learned, and to facilitate informed 

decisions on the basis of valid and reliable evidence.  As depicted in Figure 3, the 

challenge is consistently present when developing change and instituting 

innovation.  In taking into account the diversities of the universities, the need has 

emerged for the development of a unique research assessment tool, i.e. an 

instrument in which quality of research is considered, but with additional criteria 

deemed relevant when applied to different contexts. Specifically for SAIQoR, the 

importance of preserving cultural heritage and community demands has been 

incorporated into the tool in line with different contextual needs of universities in 

different countries. As specified in earlier evaluations, for instance of researchers 

and academics in Indonesia, these professionals are required to be directly 

involved with community work, and naturally this becomes part of the assessment 

of their research.  

 

Approaching the Challenge 

 

REPESEA proposing a new, hybrid framework combining international quality 

standards with local needs. 

Figure 3   Challenges Ahead for REPESEA 

Source: Developed by authors based on REPESEA Workshop 

 at University of Bath, Summer 2018 
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2.2 SAIQoR as a Research Assessment Tool 

The integration of inputs from all partner and programme universities in the 

REPESEA consortium has facilitated the development of SAIQoR, an assessment 

tool that is envisaged to incorporate the needs of all partner countries and 

universities. The fundamentals of SAIQoR are essentially based on the current 

practices of research evaluation in all the consortium members, with Slovakia, the 

United Kingdom, France and Poland as programme countries, and Thailand, 

Malaysia and Indonesia as partner countries. All the member nations in the 

consortium have contributed to the project with their inputs in terms of the current 

practices and possible improvements in them.  

SAIQoR undertakes the task of evaluating the quality and impact of research 

carried out by universities in Southeast Asia. Taking a cue from the concept of 

how important impact is for determining the value of research outcomes, SAIQoR 

accepts the challenge of combining quantitative measures of research outcomes 

with qualitative ones. A hybrid evaluation tool such as SAIQoR has been deemed 

as most suitable, given the diverse areas of focus among the many universities in 

Southeast Asia. Although publication and citation indexing are commonly the two 

most means of evaluating research outcomes, these factors may not necessarily be 

the most viable for assessing other forms of impact. The method of evaluation 

often termed bibliometrics measures the performance of a researcher, a research 

discipline or an institution by means of publications and citations. Bibliometrics 

can be employed to assess and rank the research outputs of individuals, institutions 

and countries, thus enabling a more structured decision-making process by 

universities and their senior academic administrators, policy makers as well as 

researchers themselves. It has been said that advanced bibliometric methodology 

provides opportunities for extensive evaluations encompassing numerous 

indicators. Bibliometrics does indeed have its merit, but it has come to be criticized 

for its over-dependence on the assessments of publications and citation indices. As 

a rule, Scopus, ISI, and Web of Science (WoS) are used most often as the sources 

for indexes of publication, and the overemphasis on narrow subject areas brings 

forth questions of relevance and how the needs of some universities and 

communities are being met. While bibliometrics has been depicted as an objective 

measure that employs quantitative methods, a debate has emerged over the 

interpretation and adoption of different approaches to this process. It is important 

to recognize that no one single method represents a definitive approach, i.e. most 
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institutions will use a combination of techniques. In addition, SAIQoR was 

developed to enable a more comprehensive means for evaluating research at 

universities of Southeast Asia in particular. 

The development of SAIQoR has taken into account individual measurement 

levels that would meet the needs of all partner country academic institutions in 

Southeast Asia. As indicated in Table 1, these measurement levels include the 

following: 

i) Vision and Mission  

ii) Infrastructure 

iii) Publications 

iv) Impact on Government Policies 

v) Impact on Communities  

vi) Nature and Environment 

vii) Cultural Heritage 

viii) Impact on Business and Industry 

ix) Number of Faculty Members, Undergraduates and Postgraduates 

It is important that universities in Southeast Asia acknowledge and acquire the 

indicated measurement levels as a means of ensuring that their research 

performance is competitively evaluated.  There is the need for a common criterion 

amongst the universities in this region, as the similarities in their academic 

offerings and credentials of the academics dictate evaluation methods that are 

similar to a degree, i.e. the differing specifics amongst these universities must also 

be noted and taken into account. SAIQoR has been developed with the goal to 

maintain and even enhance such similarities and divergences. Although 

a challenging task, the need to devise a measurement tool which is realistic and 

more relevant for the universities in Southeast Asia is the aim we faced in 

developing this evaluation instrument. Figure 4 illustrates the results of discussions 

during the workshop at the University of Bath related to the development of 

SAIQoR following the presentation given by the late Professor John Hudson, PhD. 
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Figure 4   The REPESEA Workshop at the University of Bath  

Source: REPESEA Workshop at University of Bath, Summer 2018 
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Table 1   Main Structure of SAIQoR 

Evaluation Level 

Sub-level Output Measures Specifics 

1. Research Environment 

Vision and 

Mission 

Strategies on 

the 

environment 

(Values, 

integrity, 

equality and 

diversity) 

Congruence of the institutional mission 

and vision with the developmental 

trends in academia (with respect to 

research and postgraduate education) 

Descriptive – 

Explanation 

on 

congruence 

Reflection of diversity and equality in 

the strategies and policies of the 

institutions 

Descriptive- 

reflecting on 

diversities and 

equalities 

Code of ethics and policies in place and 

adherence to them 

Descriptive – 

explanation 

on adherence 

Infrastructure Strategies on 

Infrastructure 

Establish dedicated research facilities 

such as conference rooms, 

teleconferencing rooms, science labs, 

and special research labs to carry out 

research activities 

 

Conduct research conferences within the 

university/school to disseminate 

research findings and other knowledge. 

 

Establish a research department/unit to 

promote and coordinate research 

activities 

 

Establish a research management centre 

to manage and support all research 

activities and funding 

 

Establish a quality department  

Establish a High Centre of Research 

Excellence (HICOE) 
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Table 2   Main Structure of SAIQoR – continuation  

Evaluation Level 

Sub-level Output Measures 

2. Research Input 

 Nature of research 

(Research grants, 

Research facilities, 

Academic 

recognition) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Number of grants - domestic - public 

institution, private institution 

Number of grants - international - public 

institution, private institution 

Total funding received - domestic grants 

Total funding received - international 

grants 

Total no. of grants per capita (university 

level, faculty level and department level) 

– domestic 

Total no. of grants per capita (university 

level, faculty level and department level) 

– international 

Total grant value per capita (university 

level, faculty level and department level) 

– domestic 

Total grant value per capita (university 

level, faculty level and department level) 

– international 

3. Research Output 

 Publications - 

including articles in 

journals and 

conference 

proceedings 

Number of publications in impactful 

journals (SCOPUS indexed, WOS, Q1-

Q2, national citation index) 

Number of publications in non-impact 

journal 

Citations - according 

to Google scholar 

statistics 

Number of citations 

Published citations per researcher  

Other publications Number of other publications such as 

books, articles in newspaper, teaching 

related publications 
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Table 3   Main Structure of SAIQoR – continuation  

Evaluation Level 

Sub-level Output Measures 

4. Research Impact 

Impact on 

government 

policy 

Specific government 

policies impacted 

(Policy changes 

influenced) 

Documented impact on the development of 

public policies 

Joint events with government institutions 

Number of public engagement 

events/contributions 

Number/value of consultancy services 

provided to public institutions 

Membership in advisory authorities/entities 

Publications translated 

into national policies, 

regulations, economic 

inputs, etc. 

Publications and documented work on the 

policy development (consultancy for 

governmental institutions) 

Impact on 

Communities 

Communities 

programmes 

conducted, and 

participation in 

communities and 

NGOs 

Number of community programmes 

Number of expert panels for community 

institutions 

Number of staff participating in NGOs 

Number of entrepreneurs/industrial partners 

benefiting or impacted 

Nature and 

environment 

Impact on 

improvement of nature 

and environment 

Number of projects related to the 

improvement of nature & environment 

Cultural and 

Heritage 

Impact on cultural and 

heritage 

Number of project/initiatives related to 

heritage conservation 

Impact on 

Business and 

Industry 

Business and 

commercialization 

initiatives 

 

Number of contracts with private/public 

companies from sale of products/services 

Value of contracts with private/public 

companies from sale of products/services 

Value generated from commercialization of 

intellectual property rights, patents, 

trademarks 

Expert panels for businesses and commercial 

ventures or membership in boards of trustees 

Revenue from the technology or knowledge 

transfer (e.g. a joint venture) 

Number/turnover of start-up resulting from 

the research output 

Number/turnover of spin-off resulting from 

the research output 

Revenue from performance/exhibition/etc. 

Consultancy Value of consultancy (national/international) 

- revenue generated by the consultancy 

Quantity (national/international) - number of 

consultancy projects 
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Table 4   Main Structure of SAIQoR – continuation  

Evaluation Level 

Sub-level Output Measures 

5. Research Capacity Building 

Faculty members, 

Undergraduates 

and Post-graduates  

 

 

 

Faculty staff who are 

involve in research 

Percentage of academic staff that 

actively engage in research (actively 

producing research output) 

Research output from 

undergraduate students 

Percentage of undergraduate students 

graduated with research 

thesis/independent studies/research 

output 

Research output from 

postgraduate students 

 

Percentage of postgraduate/master’s 

students graduated (on time) 

Percentage of postgraduate doctoral 

students (graduating on time) 

Source: The SAIQoR structure developed by the REPESEA team 

 

Table 1 provides an overall view of SAIQoR in which the key measures are 

outlined. SAIQoR emphasizes research environment, research input, research 

output, research impact as well as capacity building. SAIQoR can be seen as 

a more encompassing standard, one through which the peculiarities and varying 

environments of each university is taken into consideration, i.e. unique political or 

socio-economic situations. As Table 1 outlines, the components of measurement 

can be aligned with the needs of the universities, the different disciplines featured, 

as well as the varying demands of the researchers. In particular, SAIQoR 

undertakes a measurement of impact, a factor which previous assessment tools like 

MyRA in Malaysia has not really addressed. The following subsection discusses 

the calculation of impact as undertaken by SAIQoR. 

2.3 Ensuring the Measures of Impact in SAIQoR 

At universities, stakeholders seek to determine how research supports academic 

progress and whether research efforts exude a positive influence on the economy 

and on the society as a whole. Research impact is linked to the effects that the 

research has on these targets, and it tends to be more highly regarded when it is 

demonstrated and supported by evidence. Demonstrable research impact is very 

important for universities and research institutions, as it is routinely used to rank 

them in international league tables as well as to guide decision-making by funders 
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in future financing competitions (Guy, 2015). The debate continues, however, on 

how the impact of research should essentially be measured. The criteria for 

addressing concerns often differ among universities and countries, with the 

specific means of measuring such impact frequently lacking in consistency. 

It is on this realisation that SAIQoR was developed, with more areas included to 

assess broad categories of impact. In SAIQoR, impact is examined and evaluated 

in terms of the outcomes of research in four key areas: 

i) Impact on government policies 

ii) Impact on communities 

iii) Impact on business and industry 

iv) Impact on nature, environment and cultural heritage 

Within the context of SAIQoR, the use of bibiliometrics remains important, yet 

what makes SAIQoR unique is that it also encompasses the essence of impact. 

While bibliometrics is depicted as an objective measure that uses quantitative 

methods, it is important to recognize that both there is no single definitive method 

that represents an unequivocal ‘gold standard,’ and that most research, funding and 

policy institutions will use a combination of techniques.  Guy (2015) has even 

pointed out a way of classifying research bibliometrics by considering at what level 

the impact is measured, i.e. the impact of people or groups at the individual level, 

departmental level, research group level or institutional level.  

Bibliometrics is the most commonly used tool of assessing research outcomes, 

however widely the specific indicators used to assess university performance vary. 

Over the years, many institutions have proposed various indicators for evaluating 

university performance, with the rankings of research areas across the world in 

a wide range of research fields expressed in widely divergent ways (Williams & 

Van Dyke 2008; Sombatsompop et al. 2010). Examples of these indicators include 

research publications, the quantity of globally recognized awards, journal impact 

factor, citations, citations per publication, citations per staff, h-index, research 

funding, number of international students and faculty staff, staff-student ratio, 

peer-assessment survey and questionnaire, PhD degrees awarded, academy 

members, evaluation of employers, and graduate’s subsequent salary and 

employment within companies. Publication and citation-based indicators, 

including journal impact factors and h-index, are heavily dependent on database 

coverage, citation habits and other characteristics (e.g. the length of the reference 

lists), with individual research disciplines evaluated separately (Lancho-Barrantes 
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et al., 2010). As much as these indicators play a key role in calculating the research 

and publication activities of the universities, they may not reflect the impact with 

regard to the practical implications of research, e.g. research outputs leading to 

commercialization may not be measured well through these indicators.  

Additionally, it has been suggested that most of these indicators do not reflect 

research performance carried out through the cooperation between universities and 

industries (Ryan et al. 2008), nor by commercial research outputs (such as patents) 

(Wang & Guan 2010). Thus, the impact of research productivity by academics 

leading to subsequent commercialization by industries has not been well 

documented.  

Many universities in the ASEAN region strive to attain recognition through 

numerous efforts, whereas indicators of research performance remain 

predominantly based on research publications, both in terms of quantity and 

quality. On this premise, those in academia rely on research grants to assist them 

in conducting viable research projects that will allow for substantive and 

meaningful research outputs fitting the requirements of highly indexed 

publications. This is also where the question of impact becomes relevant. 

Increasingly, funding institutions as well as other both public and private 

stakeholders require data to justify the funding of future research. These entities 

demand evidence that the resources provided to academic researchers have had or 

will have a broader impact (e.g. changes in public policy, improvements in medical 

treatment, environmental impact, public engagement, etc.) beyond the purely 

intellectual contribution to advancing the particular discipline. Quantitative 

metrics has been developed, but this area is quite challenging, especially within 

certain disciplines largely due to the fact that in many cases impact can only be 

described qualitatively. Therefore, in such cases qualitative indicators must be 

addressed in the measurement of impact. 

SAIQoR. as a new feature uses criteria for evaluating the impact on communities, 

environment and cultural heritage. The measures proposed include research output 

generating policies for the nation, community programmes, as well as policies at 

the university or institutional level, including advisory services, expert panels for 

community agencies, sharing of knowledge among the international community, 

participation in NGOs, public engagement activities, and heritage preservation 

activities. Through such a broad range of considerations, that goal is that a truly 

pragmatic and useful evaluation of both the quantity and quality of activities and 

initiatives can be more readily facilitated. 

Although SAIQoR uses mostly quantitative measures in evaluating impact, by no 

means are qualitative measures disregarded. Among other factors, SAIQoR does 
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evaluates the number of policies generated through the relevant memberships or 

programmes involved. Qualitative measures, however, are also employed for the 

assessment of policies generated by specific measures of government policies and 

by internationalization initiatives, including the collection and evaluation of case 

studies. Detailed descriptions of international partnerships, both purely within 

academia as well as in combination with industry, are also incorporated as 

assessment indicators. 

In measuring the impact on business and industry, quantitative measures regarding 

the number and value of contracts achieved among universities and business 

entities are also taken into consideration and evaluated. In addition, memberships 

in Boards of Trustees along with patents registered both at the national and 

international level are used as qualified measures. A clearly definable need to 

establish a universal agreement on measurements within individual universities is 

essential to attain achievable and realistic standards reflective of the contextual 

aspects of each institution. Other complementary qualitative methods that have 

been considered but so far not specifically instituted in SAIQoR include e.g. 

impact stories, information on cultural applications and measures of recognition, 

as well as peer review information (Guy, 2015). Individual institutions can choose 

to incorporate these factors into their use of SAIQoR as the institutions determine 

them to be appropriate and practical to their particular concerns and goals of 

SAIQoR. 

2.4 The role of SAIQoR in Meeting The Need 

For Comprehensive Assessment Metrics 

In the 2015 Metric Tide report, the Higher Education Funding Council for England 

(HEFCE) established that metrics used for research evaluations should incorporate 

dimensions that portray ‘responsibility’ as described by the following criteria: 

i) Robustness, i.e. metrics are based on the best possible data in terms of 

accuracy and scope  

ii) Humility in terms of recognizing that quantitative evaluation should support 

– but not supplant – qualitative, expert assessment  

iii) Transparency in keeping data collection and analytical processes open and 

transparent, so that those being evaluated can test and verify the results 
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iv) Diversity in accounting for variations by field, and using a range of 

indicators to reflect and support a plurality of research and researcher career 

paths across the system  

v) Reflexivity in recognizing and anticipating the systemic and potential 

effects of indicators, and updating them in response. 

SAIQoR is focused on addressing a number of these concerns, as cultural and 

social diversity among countries and institutions are indeed overwhelmingly 

present, even in some cases as foundational underpinnings.  Nevertheless, this 

broad range of diversity can best be looked upon as a challenge or even an 

advantage rather than a barrier. Although bonded by geographical proximity, these 

nations are certainly distinct in their political outlooks, cultural dimensions and 

social structures. Thus, there is an obvious need to recognize and incorporate such 

unique qualities into any research assessment tool for this region. Although 

bibliometrics remains a distinct part the evaluation processes of SAIQoR, other 

highly relevant and specific measures have also been identified and qualitatively 

measured. It is the central aim of attaining excellence through research that 

SAIQoR is focused on, but to achieve this, the needs of all stakeholders must be 

taken into account. One universal assessment tool that would perfectly fit all the 

concerns of all parties involved does not exist, nor may not even be possible. But 

it is in the spirit of cooperation and conciliation that the developers of SAIQoR 

hope to encapsulate all the various idiosyncrasies of the universities across 

Southeast Asia, a region where cultural, political and social diversity is the reality.  
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SECTION 3:  

SAIQoR AND THE EVOLVEMENT 

OF THE REPESEA MANIFESTO 

Much like the Leiden Manifesto (Hicks, Wouters, Waltman, de Rijcke, & Rafols, 

2015), in which ten principles lead to suggested research metrics in evaluating 

researchers and their output, the REPESEA Manifesto is based on the arguments 

and the procedures regarding evaluation criteria put forth by SAIQoR. Under 

a university’s administration, the performance of an academic is generally 

measured against other academics, with the parameters seeming to change 

endlessly.  Calculating output begins with the number of total publications, then 

the total of international publications; only English-language publications are 

counted at the next level, followed by articles in high-impact journals, and, finally, 

the publications cited most frequently, i.e. with a high ‘h-index’.  Because jobs and 

the survival of entire departments and even faculties depend on these indicators, 

everyone involved does their best to bolster these numbers, sometimes to the 

detriment of local concerns or more practically useful work. In contrast, SAIQoR 

extends the rigid focus solely on bibliometrics to incorporate a more flexible and 

dynamic evaluation regime. The ensuing discussion follows principles suggested 

by the REPESEA Manifesto to outline the principles which SAIQoR seeks to 

adhere to in the evaluation of research and researchers.   

3.1 Support Through Research Input  

The initial evaluation criterion of SAIQoR is research input, which forms the basis 

of evaluating the researcher and the institution. To measure this, strategic inputs 

are necessary, thus the following are inputs which form the bases of evaluation. 

Vision and Mission stand as the core values of academia. 

The university maintains a strong fundamental vision of bringing together 

research and teaching as complementary aspects of an educational system 

that carries out its acknowledged responsibility to provide for the 

development and sustainability of the society. Since productive research is 
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a primary responsibility, a crucial commitment to develop a university’s 

uniqueness through its particular vision and mission in the form of research 

strategies defines the very foundation of its existence.  

• Expression of Ideas 

The university should create and sustain a safe environment in terms of 

freedom of expression, i.e. an ecosystem in which ideas are of fundamental 

importance. In meeting this objective, an ample space for experiment and 

dissent must be created, and an atmosphere of broadmindedness and 

unprejudiced debate must be fostered. This goal requires good working 

conditions, long-term planning as well as, most importantly, predictable 

administrative structures, including institutions to redress grievances. 

• Infrastructure for Innovation 

The university can strengthen both knowledge creation and accessibility 

through various infrastructure, namely the introduction of: 1) dedicated 

research facilities, 2) freely accessible learning environments, 3) open 

access public lectures, and 4) the organization of conferences locally and 

internationally. The university shall provide infrastructure that enables 

innovation, institute a rigid maintenance regime for its existing 

technological and other material infrastructure, seek out and create new 

materials, methods and technology, and, generally, strive to bring forth 

unforeseen combinations of social and material inventions for the greater 

good. The university works on principles of both theory and practice, i.e. 

thinking and doing, in which one of these elements is not only futile, but 

can even be destructive without the other. 

• Research Centres as Conduits 

The university develops and facilitates initiatives for the creation and 

sustainability of outstanding research centres, i.e. institutions that will 

become powerful focal points for commissioned and applied research in the 

country. In these centres a culture of openness and creativity will be 

promoted with an underlying determination to identify and develop 

unexpected and original ideas.  
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• Access to Research Grants 

Engaging in high-quality research with practical results is the material and 

technological basis of the university. Along with structures to create and 

facilitate stronger grant proposals, academics will be ensured of excellent 

time-related conditions for conducting research at the international level 

(workload balancing, ample time for research, a fair share of administrative 

duties). These support structures will provide efficient assistance in seeding 

the process of collaborating with other researchers, e.g. in securing and 

executing international grants. 

• Availability of Grants 

In line with the national funding structure, each faculty’s funding base may 

comprise of a fixed base rate and a results-based rate. While the 

responsibility of the faculty is to fund education and independent research, 

the university’s task is primarily to finance strategic and multidisciplinary 

undertakings that connect the whole university. Budget processes will be 

transparent, and long-term budgets should be discussed thoroughly and 

agreed upon to secure the implementation of research priorities. 

• Regional and Global Cooperation  

The university will seek out new international cooperation partners, 

especially among Asian nations. The university should strive to become an 

attractive location in drawing internationally recognized scholars and 

scientists with the goal of immersing academics, practitioners and students 

in a relevant research agenda that will have concrete impacts on society. 

3.2 Support Through Research Process 

Inputs that are identified at the early part of an evaluation will go through the 

necessary processes in order to yield the required output. For this process to be 

understood well, the following aspects of support have to be thoroughly integrated 

into the practices of researchers and institutions. The REPESEA Manifesto 

incorporates the principle of Inclusive-Enclaved Support to meet these needs. 
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• Inclusive-enclaved support 

Research helps to exemplify freedom in relations with students, colleagues 

and the society at large, while seeking to eliminate barriers resulting from 

different environmental factors and backgrounds (ethnicity, disability, 

beliefs, gender, nativity). Within this new environment, research is 

supported by the university whether it is conducted within the university, 

within the respective country, or internationally. This support rests upon the 

willingness of the university to relinquish the comfort of established 

financial positions, e.g. to take unprecedented risks in terms of new 

knowledge and practice into regions where outcomes are uncertain and 

destinations have yet to be mapped. In this respect, novel research results 

clearly depend on academic freedom.  

• Students-Academia Collaboration  

Research is the pursuit of truth. Truth is an aspiration: it is about trying to 

get things right, whether empirically, conceptually, ethically or 

aesthetically. Research suspends prejudice, and turns all certainty into 

questioning, i.e. searching and searching again for a better answer, with 

every closure becoming a new opening, and every ostensible endpoint a new 

beginning. It is upon this precept that scholarship can carry on at all. The 

researcher, like all academics, will be involved in the supervision of 

students as well as in the active pursuit of grants either locally or 

internationally, participation in conferences. Finally, the researcher will 

consult closely with practitioners in the public and private sector to work 

for the benefit of the whole society. 

To enhance competitiveness, cooperation with other research and development 

centres and institutions should be expanded. This pursuit could encompass 

technology development centres including environment technology, as well as 

collections of research materials and methods in the humanities and natural 

sciences, the enhancement of language skills and technologies, as well as many 

other possible other related efforts. 
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3.3 Support Through Research Output and Impact 

SAIQoR further extends the benefits of more broadly-based research evaluation 

through the support given by the policy makers and practitioners, whose direct 

involvement with immediate research outputs as well as longer-term outcomes are 

indicative of the value of the exercise. This can be seen in the following support 

mechanisms:   

• Policy and Practice   

The primary civic purpose of the university is to educate future generations 

to extend the knowledge needed to sustain a just and prosperous world. The 

university is a place where people of integrity from all nations gather simply 

in order to learn to think. Here insights are formed that relate in various and 

often complementary ways, i.e. regarding life, environmental sustainability, 

truth and justice, peace and conflict, freedom and responsibility, macro- and 

microeconomics, issues related to health and medical care, as well as 

discussions of truth, beauty and virtue. All involved learn to weigh 

theoretical knowledge in relation to the evidence of practical experience, 

and to translate their conclusions into policy and practice, systems of law 

and governance, as well as great works of science, literature and art, i.e. the 

very basis of civilized life. It is precisely these foundations in all their 

various forms which should be incubated and nurtured by the university 

through research and knowledge dissemination. 

• Dissemination of Research Output  

The university is a centre of academic life. The ‘ivory tower’ days of 

academia,  wherein intellectual pursuits could be enjoyed in isolation from 

the practical conduct of life, have long gone. Researchers are motivated in 

their scholarship not merely by incentives of financial gain, but by the pride 

they take in their educational and scholarly work. They are driven by a quest 

for truth and a passion for learning, the results of which are disseminated 

through publications as well as through public lectures, conferences, 

meetings, seminars and other forms of information sharing. 
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• A Mission for Truth, Justice, Virtue and Liberty 

The civil purpose of the university as a necessary component of 

a democratic society is achieved through research along with the 

interconnected goal of educating and furnishing the society with the wisdom 

and understanding that will prepare a better world for future generations. 

Education and research should enhance the provision of truth, justice, virtue 

and liberty throughout the entire society, whether we participate in the 

community as students, researchers, teachers, administrators, assistants, or 

other support staff. 

• Uniqueness of the Discipline  

The university’s considerable academic freedom represents an advantage 

and a solid foundation for innovative multi- and interdisciplinary research 

of high quality and relevance to society. While each discipline works within 

its own unique framework, a more expansive goal comes with the multi-

disciplinary nature of the university, an ecosystem which offers unique 

opportunities to deal with complex and comprehensive research questions 

that require collaboration across disciplines. New measures should be taken, 

with new structures and mechanisms created and supported to achieve 

multi- and interdisciplinary cooperation. 

• Creation of New Knowledge  

The university should work to increase the emphasis on research 

development in relation to policy, community and industry. University 

provisions should enable researchers to contribute knowledge and guidance 

in areas in which the university is highly competent. As such, the research 

output will translate into a tapestry of new knowledge that leads to the 

pragmatic development of new technologies and applications, a process 

which injects fresh perspectives toward preserving the growth of the 

national culture and heritage (as illustrated in Figure 5). The impact of 

research should enable the bridging gaps among science and non-science 

fields so as to enhance the quality of life and civilization. Interfaces among 

the university and the societal institutions should be enhanced on 

a continuous basis. Maintaining this mindset guarantees that the 
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achievements of scholars and scientists will be regularly presented to wider 

audiences. 

                                       

Figure 5   A Tapestry of New Pragmatism - Preserving the Growth of  

National Culture and Heritage 

Source: Authors’ Own 
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SECTION 4:  

IMPLEMENTING AND EVALUATING SAIQoR 

SAIQoR addresses five main levels of evaluation that will capture the essence of 

research outputs and impacts. In this regard, this section aims to help the reader 

understand the rationale of SAIQoR as well as its goals to acknowledge various 

diversities while also ensuring the inclusivity of the whole spectrum of research 

dimensions within the evaluation tool. 

4.1 The Research Environment 

The transmission of knowledge and the conduct of scholarly inquiry that we call 

research are central and complementary functions of the university. Billions are 

allocated annually to university research. Research grants are made available by 

various institutions to help funding of the research efforts made by individuals, 

universities, and other groups. These grants can vary greatly in their amount, from 

small awards to large multi-year funding. The grants are normally divided into 

domestic or international grants that come from public or private funding. The 

Malaysian government, for instance, has provided financial support of RM400 

billion for universities in Malaysia in 2013 (Amran et. al., 2014) to promote 

research and innovation. These funds are administered by the Ministry of Higher 

Education. Likewise, the US government allocated around USD40 billion to their 

research universities in 2011 for research development (Weigley & Hess, 2013). 

In essence, government funding has become the most important source of funding 

of research universities specially aimed at enhancing their innovation and research 

development progress. The competition among the research universities for 

government and non-government grants has also become an important factor that 

might raise the quality of the research conducted by universities (Atkinson & 

Blanpied, 2008).  

It is a major undertaking to prepare and submit a research grant application to 

support the research training needs or the pursuit of scientific research. This highly 

competitive endeavour can be undermined by poor planning, preparation, 

disorganization and a weak presentation.  Ample time to plan, organize and write 
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a grant application that is competitive in the peer review process and ultimately 

earns funding is very important.  

4.1.1 Vision and Mission 

One means of evaluating the research environment is to understand the mission 

and vision of the university itself. A metaphor for an individual faculty and the 

university is like that of the branches and the whole tree. The leaves, trunks, 

blossoms, fruit and seeds depend tremendously on the grounded roots. Without 

solid and healthy roots, a tree would generate a weak trunk and few branches, thus 

the rest of the tree may not grow or last long. Figure 6 provides a depiction of this 

metaphor. In essence, the roots are similar to vision, mission and values of an 

organization or its institutions. Within the context of a university, its mission 

statement clarifies the reason for existence of the university. It should state the 

purpose of the university and be able to bring together all its components together 

to progress in certain directions through a specific strategic orientation and 

framework (Davis et.al, 2007). In a nutshell, vision, mission and values should be 

the impetus for an institution’s quest towards continuous progress in their research 

assessment.  

 

Figure 6   Vision and Mission Within the Tree Model of Research Culture and 

Environment 

Authors’ own as adapted from Sachez (2017) Tree Model of Thriving Cultures, 

https://christinewhitneysanchez.com/thriving_cultures 

Tree Model of Research Culture 

Roots: Values, Vision, Mission 

Trunk: Strength and Asset 

Branches: Strategies, Operations 

Leaves: Receptivity, Productivity 

Blossoms: Visibility, Attraction 

Pollen: Integration 

Fruit: Results, Outcomes 

Seeds: Replication, Evolution 

The right mission and 

vision statement invite 

collaboration! 
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Similarly, the research performance of each individual faculty at any university 

should not be carried out based on a personal agenda, or individual interests or 

needs.  Likewise, research is not an activity that is best pursued in a vacuum or in 

isolation. In fact, these efforts must be weighed against the wider interests and 

focus of the university. On the other hand, the university should also not demand 

the faculty staff to pursue research without supporting them with the right 

environment and infrastructure that fosters such an undertaking. From 

a downstream perspective, research activities form a part of the implementation of 

the institutional strategic plan, with such a plan based on the specific vision or 

long-term aspirations of the institution with regard to its mission. Vision and 

mission serve as a compass for university administrators to formulate realistic 

strategies, planning, coordination and evaluation of the research and academic 

endeavours of the university.  Within the context of implementing SAIQoR, 

measuring research performance should be conducted in line with the institutional 

mission and vision of the given university. The primary concern is not with crafting 

the statements of inspiration, authority and branding, but more importantly, with 

how such statements are articulated in the practical design and activities of the 

research performance.  

The formulation of the mission statement is crucial, as once it is set, it cannot be 

changed frequently. The statement defines the long-term planning goals based on 

a set of shared values that become the core beliefs for the university throughout its 

existence. Thus, the mission statement portrays the uniqueness and distinctiveness 

of the university. It should root the emphasis of the university toward the quality 

of aspirations, and not the quantity thereof. As it is meant for the long term, the 

mission statement should be clear, succinct and intense. It should define 1) the 

purpose of the institution, 2) the stakeholders and needs to be served, 3) the 

activities of engagement with relevant stakeholders, and 4) ethics and legal duties 

(Dinçer, 2004, Gozukara, 2015). 

The process of shaping a university mission statement is commonly done through 

series of discussions in an institutional setting with an emphasis on issues of its 

existence, such as ‘what is our business? why do we exist? what are we trying to 

accomplish? How and with what do we accomplish?’ (Bart, 1997; Collins and 

Porras, 2005; Carmichael, 2016). Consistently, a mission statement should also be 

revisited by the university management within the strategic management process. 

A clear mission statement, one which rests on realistic pragmatism would 

fundamentally support a university to clearly and strongly define its objectives, 

programmes and services, fields, and core technologies.  
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Within the context of the research performance, the statement stresses the nature 

of research that faculties should pursue, as well as the relevant stakeholders that 

would benefit from the research. Without such a declaration of purpose and 

direction, a university, like any organization, would lose its way to become 

a ‘traveller without a destination’ (Ackoff, 1987).  Hence, like Alice in 

Wonderland, the institution may stumble blindly in an uncertain trajectory seeking 

improvement, growth and value to its stakeholders. Such confusion may lead the 

university to make a grand mission statement which might read well on paper, but 

without clear, concrete connections among the institution’s merits, ideas, ground 

rules for performance and its personnel, clients, investors, and, finally, the nation 

and the community it serves, the efforts are doomed to failure (Ackoff, 1987). 

The mission is to be developed in accordance with the vision statement. After 

defining the mission of a university, the leadership team must determine an 

insightful trajectory for the future. The vision of an university should demonstrate 

an explicit understanding of the current state of affairs as well as where the 

institution seeks to position itself in the future. Hence, the integral part of a vision 

statement should be built upon the overall elements of the institution.   

Many literature sources define vision as an institutional desire and the behaviour 

of conduct (Dinçer, 2006; Coccoli et.al, 2014). First, a vision is to be clearly 

conveyed to every member of the institution. The vision should be kept in mind by 

all and should affect all activities, i.e. in performing teaching and research as well 

as in contributions to the community and to society overall. Depending on the 

organizational culture and environment, some universities declare these 

commitments openly, while others rely on an implied perspective. Still, the 

statement of visionary actions for a university outlines its focus on realistic 

activities and projects with the efficient involvement of its faculty and 

administrative staff on a technologically sound basis with the ultimate goal of 

effectively prioritizing the needs of all stakeholders (Altiok, 2011).  

The vision is to be constructed to plot future possibilities and projections. It should 

be challenging enough to motivate faculty and administrative staff to achieve 

dynamic performance, but it should not strive so far as to become unrealistic in 

terms of fulfilment. Through its vision, the university must translate ideas and 

objectives into strategic actions towards achieving its long-term plan, an agenda 

which includes the projection of long-term planning, a clear framework and 

standards for its operational direction (Thompson & Strickland, 1999).  Likewise, 

vision provides a source for inspiration and authority for everyone involved in the 

organization (Cowley & Domb, 2012; Kotter, 2012). 
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In order to derive a strategic vision, a university must identify various variables 

and constraints with a focus on translating them into clear objectives. For instance, 

when detailing a vision for research, there is a need to identify clear, definable 

objectives and expected achievements in the short, medium and long-term in terms 

of developing a suitable research culture, well-defined planning strategies for 

securing research funding among its specific schools or faculties, and, finally, the 

precise specification of stakeholder priorities. In a nutshell, a university’s strategic 

vision for research performance consists of structured, measurable objectives with 

clear key performance indicators. The goals for enhancing the quality of research 

require constant monitoring, with clear roles and responsibilities assigned for the 

fulfilment of each step along the way (Coccoli et.al, 2014). It is also imperative for 

the university to ascertain the level or break points of what it will consider as poor, 

average, above average and excellent performance. When corrective measures are 

needed or desired, such a performance indicator would allow flexibility for the 

faculty and administrative staff to design improvement plans toward specific 

problems as they arise. In accomplishing this, research performance is to be 

realistically monitored, with the control or steering of processes towards achieving 

small milestones towards larger goals to achieve the overall vision.  

With the advent of the digital era, universities may consider developing the 

strategic vision of becoming smart universities. As driven by some exemplary 

universities in the U.S. such as Syracuse University and Kent State University, 

whose vision is shared among various stakeholders, e.g. faculty members, who act 

as both teachers and researchers; students; administrators and support staff; non-

profit organizations; external research institutions; commercial and industrial 

concerns; and, most importantly, their respective communities and the general 

public. This process of taking and assuming responsibility is firstly derived from 

an analysis of the territory, i.e. a process known as ‘opinion mining’, through 

which universities identify the industrial reality, other colleges and universities 

within close distance, other types of educational facilities in the region, as well as 

other types of cultural spheres that require or would benefit from intervention. 

Most importantly, opinion mining allows stakeholders to evaluate the university 

strengths that in the future could drive the analysed territory toward a better socio-

economic and cultural position. Unlike conventional strategic planning sessions 

that require face-to-face retreats or brainstorming, the first stage of opinion mining 

is also known as a ‘jam session’, an online gathering commonly accomplished 

using social network sites such as Facebook, Twitter, Telegram or Whatsapp. Such 

involvement is similar to the process of developing smart cities in which consensus 

building is a necessity for inducing the implementation of the entire operational 
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plan to represent inclusivity as well as the authentic needs of every stakeholder 

(Coccoli et.al, 2014). In terms of SAIQoR, this approach could lend credibility to 

the development of impactful, sustainable and well-disseminated research 

projects. The process of opinion mining as well as the concept of smart universities 

allows relevant stakeholders and the university as such to discover shared needs, 

opportunities, concerns and aspirations in a collaborative manner. 

Throughout this discussion of the vision and mission, we have focused on 

explanations in terms of roots for a healthy research environment. Mission and 

vision statements map out the core of the research culture of a university through 

which faculty members carry out research with a commitment and assurance that, 

themselves being internal stakeholders, their professional growth is planned and 

their efforts in pursuing research outputs and impacts are supported. In a well-

engaged environment between the university and researchers, this support is 

provided through funding, infrastructure, facilities and training that empower both 

unexperienced and senior researchers to anchor collaboration and deliver 

contributions. 

SAIQoR views mission and vision as important elements composing the 

institutional research environment as well as fostering inputs or sources to produce 

quality research. Nevertheless, the measurement of how a mission statement and 

vision of the university are interlinked with research performance should not be 

made solely in the form of an open-ended narrative.  Possibilities exist that such 

measurement techniques might lead to the use of ‘superiority’ clichés and self-

referential keywords, e.g. the use of weaker ‘‘we are developing’ discourses’ 

instead of ‘finished discourses’ (such as ‘will be conducted’ rather than ‘has 

completed’), as well as incoherence and hasty generalizations (Thorpe et al, 2018).  

The qualitative measurement of the research performance in connection to the 

university mission and vision statement is a suitable approach in the ultimate goal 

to generate explanations of performance beyond those founded merely on 

quantitative data. In addition, nuanced aspects of some research projects and 

results can better be described by narratives instead of solely with empirical 

figures. Instead, potentially and actually impressive achievements can be presented 

using case studies and narratives in texts which can then be put before the larger 

scientific and research community for review, evaluation, practical use and 

citation. Recent literature (e.g. Thorpe et.al, 2018; Penfield et.al, 2014) has 

suggested the use of a research performance tool which encompasses a qualitative 

approach toward the development of at least a semi-structured protocol with 

standards and appropriate metrics in order to alleviate structural issues, potential 

ambiguities and unverifiability in results presented using narrative elements.   
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In terms of implementing SAIQoR, these structured narrative guidelines for 

reporting research performance in relation to a university’s mission and vision will 

allow the institution to design metric tools based on the elements and values 

deemed fundamental by an institution, its stakeholders as well as the community 

and nation.  Still, an individual university should include the following three 

dimensions as they relate to the good governance, as is shown in Figure 7: 1) the 

congruence of the institutional mission and vision with the developmental trends 

in academia (with respect to research as well as postgraduate education), 2)  the 

reflection of integrity, diversity and equality in the research strategies and policies 

of an institution, 3)  a code of ethics and policies for research to be instituted and 

adhered to.  

 

Figure 7   Three Dimensions for Evaluating Research Performance 

with Respect to the Mission and Vision of the University 

Source: Authors’ own projection 

 

This structured template could help develop narratives which are oriented or based 

on specific evidence. This would include outputs (e.g. presentations and 

publications) (2) communications and interactions with stakeholders and the wider 

public (emails, visits, workshops, media publicity), (3) feedback from stakeholders 

and communication summaries (e.g. testimonials and altmetrics), (4) research 

developments based on stakeholder input and discussions, (5) outcomes that 
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involve commercial and cultural entities, with citations, as well as (6) impacts, 

which include changes in behaviour, economic impact, systems and processes.  

4.1.2 Infrastructure 

Within SAIQoR, one of the important aspects of measuring research impact is the 

quantity and quality of the research infrastructure. High quality and accessible 

research infrastructure creates the platform that underpins any institutional 

research system. Researchers need effective and convenient access to the best 

research infrastructure in order to conduct studies for the advancement of 

knowledge and technology. In this quest of promoting research at universities, 

there is the need for universities to address the cost and complexity of new world-

class research infrastructure. Investment in research is often seen as merely 

a matter of channelling project funding to academics and institutions. Yet 

developing and maintaining infrastructure that supports research – and preserves 

resources – is the essential underpinning of these projects, and sustained funding 

toward infrastructure updates is usually much harder to achieve. 

Research infrastructure refers to the stock of research equipment, devices, 

materials and services that enable research and development at different stages of 

innovation activities, support organized research, research training and teaching, 

as well as maintain and develop research and innovation capacity (Finland’s 

Strategy and Roadmap for Research Infrastructures 2014–2020). The constant 

struggle to maintain state-of-the-art research infrastructure is becoming 

increasingly complex and costly, often requiring equipment, services and data 

sources as well as extensive transnational collaboration. Where relevant, research 

infrastructure may be used beyond designated research activities, e.g. for 

educational purposes or for public services. Infrastructure includes equipment, 

knowledge-based resources, e-infrastructure and other infrastructure of a unique 

nature needed to achieve excellence in research and innovation. Research 

institutions (colleges and universities, departments, research institutes and 

laboratories) are responsible for their local infrastructure (such as campus 

networks and libraries, personal computing resources for students, faculty and 

staff, as well as access to specialized resources such as supercomputers or virtual 

reality environments). Research infrastructure may be either publicly or privately 

funded. The planning and administration of research infrastructure come usually 

takes place at the faculty or institutional level. 
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4.1.2.1 Institutional Infrastructure  

The state of the infrastructure systems within an institution is indicative of its 

standing in addressing the needs of the researchers. This would include the 

following: 

a. Research Facilities 

High quality research infrastructure comprises both facilities in which to interact 

as well as the equipment needed to effectively carry out the research. Spaces must 

be created in which research collaboration can be facilitated beyond the usual 

structures such as conference rooms, teleconferencing rooms, science labs or 

special research labs. Research environments must provide ample access to quality 

equipment, and the structure and culture should promote innovative cooperation 

between groups of different types of experts. Through these dedicated facilities, 

students, lecturers, researchers and external parties can meet to exchange their 

research work. Workshops can be conducted regularly to open up opportunities for 

improved research and development along with the testing of new technologies 

and innovative projects.  

b. Centres of Excellence (COE) 

Supporting Centres of Excellence (CoE) can be set up to promote the use of 

tangibles for addressing scientific, industrial or societal challenges. The concept 

of the research centre is based on the co-location of industrial R&D and innovation 

activities together with the university teaching and research. A dedicated COE at 

a university requires a person in charge, who may act as the director. The centre 

can be a formal department with staff who assist in research related matters 

executed by the academics. The director would have the overall responsibility for 

the operations and financing of the research infrastructure as well as ensuring that 

the university rules, regulations and agreements are met. The director also would 

have a staff for monitoring and the evaluation of research activities in the centre. 

The CoE can coordinate, monitor and update the university research infrastructure, 

which should be evaluated on a regular basis and, if deemed necessary, 
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modernized.  Up-to-date data on the CoE’s funding needs should be available at 

the time of preparation of the university annual budget.  

c. Digital Research Infrastructure 

Research in today’s digital age requires a new kind of infrastructure – digital 

libraries and databases, access to networks, adequate communications bandwidth, 

supercomputers, and various support services. These resources are the basis of new 

kinds of worldwide research communities that are taking advantage of the richer 

communication possibilities offered by global networks. The elements of this 

infrastructure are growing cheaper and more widely accessible by the day.  

Overseeing the unpredictable surges in innovation will become a constant 

challenge for universities. Unlike other forms of academic infrastructure, such as 

the campus information services for buildings and laboratories, research 

infrastructure cannot be planned in precise detail, nor in isolation from the needs 

of the end-users. The best that the university can do in this case is to provide 

enough bandwidth and suitable points of connectivity, while leaving it to 

researchers, their departments, and their colleagues to configure the details of their 

local area network.  The investment required for every university will be very 

large. Bridging this divide, nationally and internationally, will bring benefits by 

ensuring diverse participation in research activities and enabling previously 

marginalized researchers to contribute to the research performance. 

Information technology has become a strategic investment for universities. The 

great diversity of the needs of researchers requires an equally diverse network 

infrastructure. Scientists in the humanities need access to digital libraries and 

graphics processing. Scientists and engineers need massively parallel processing. 

Social scientists need the capacity to manage massive databases, e.g. data 

warehouses and data mining technology. Artists, architects, and musicians require 

multimedia technology. Business and financial operations need fast data 

processing, robust communications, and high security. Also, emerging areas of 

research place their own demands on the university infrastructure. 

d. Expertise and Support 

Universities may provide basic networking and computing services and good 

digital infrastructure, however, little expertise may be available regarding the use 

of these applications. The extent of expertise and support varies from university to 
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university, especially for the least experienced researchers. Much of this expertise 

and support is provided informally. Development programmes need to be provided 

to researchers for be successful in a digital environment. While many 

inexperienced researchers are highly knowledgeable about computing and how to 

use it for their research, many senior researchers lack the knowledge and skills to 

operate confidently in the digital environment and find the new tools of 

information technology to be baffling sources of job stress (Science, 1999).  

e. Personal Computing and Communication 

Universities need to provide computers and communications tools to their 

researchers. The costs involved in these investment decisions are substantial and 

these must be budgeted for. In this regard, various grant schemes can help to build 

appropriate infrastructure systems.   

f. Software 

Sometimes researchers have little understanding of the limitations and constraints 

of the software tools they use. Many of these users in fact do not need to understand 

the operation of their tools in detail, however powerful software tools and high-

tech languages are fortunately available to make this task easier.  

g. Local Area Networks 

To nurture the digitally mediated research communities of tomorrow, universities 

need to provide their researchers with robust, high-speed networks. While the 

processing power of computers continues to increase, it is often the growing 

bandwidth of communications that is more vital to researchers. Information 

technology infrastructure is often centrally coordinated at some universities. 

h. Industrial Liaison Research Officer 

Universities need to promote more extensive partnerships or joint research and 

development projects to foster collaboration, such as innovation, training and 

exchange programmes. The concept of industry as a full partner for maintaining 

research infrastructure (both as a supplier and as a user) should be proactively put 

in practice.  Industrial liaison officers can be tasked to examine research 
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infrastructure to stimulate effective and tighter links with industry as suppliers or 

users.  

Mutual learning among these Industrial Liaison Officers and exchanges of 

information on various aspects such as awareness and communication strategies; 

procurements activities; industry requirements and marketing of new technologies 

developed for their facility, can help to raise the level of innovative action and 

maximize the impact of their activities.  

Some of the research infrastructure that an industrial liaison research officer can 

help to promote would be: 

• training sessions featuring the best practices across various research 

domains  

• events such as innovation exhibitions and industry-research infrastructure 

showcases 

• joint awareness campaigns towards industry (including SMEs) on the 

potential added value of engagement with research infrastructure for their 

activities  

4.1.2.2 National Research Infrastructure 

National research infrastructure includes long-distance communications, 

nationally significant instruments (many accessible by digital networks), software 

libraries, and high-performance computer facilities. It is appropriate for these 

resources to be provided at national level, by government, consortia of universities, 

or industry (or combinations of these institutions). They must be further developed, 

maintained, and calibrated. Development of joint activities and mutual exchanges 

with relevant institutions should be encouraged. 

4.1.2.3 Research Infrastructure for the Global Research 

Community 

Advancing information technology enables the globalization of research. 

Collaborators, who are often based in separate countries, often continents apart, 

increasingly use remotely sited automated instruments and facilities. Standards for 

communications protocols, data acquisition and data processing software, and data 
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preservation must be applied globally to ensure that data and results are 

comparable, reliable, and verifiable. These tasks extend beyond the limits of 

national sovereignty. They are to be carried out by the members of the research 

community (often by institutions or individually), and sometimes through national 

governments as signatories to international technical conventions. Such 

infrastructure may include the following: 

a. Digital Libraries and Databases 

The long-term impact of digital networks on academic libraries is impossible to 

predict. Libraries are going through sweeping changes in both technology and 

function. The most obvious sign is the proportion of library information that is now 

available in digital formats. Online catalogues and information services have 

almost totally replaced card catalogues and printed indexes. Over half of all 

scientific journals are online, with the proportion in other fields rising rapidly. 

Researchers in some disciplines can rely almost entirely on digital information.  

However, the changes are much greater than simply replacing traditional materials 

with digital equivalents. One major change is the vast amount of information that 

now must be researched on the internet, with access open to all, e.g. in open 

archives, research websites, open-access periodicals, and government repositories. 

In some disciplines, it is possible to teach advanced courses or carry out research 

using open access materials only. Open access has benefits to both the author and 

reader in encouraging the flow of information.  

4.1.2.4 Funding of Research Infrastructure  

Funding of research infrastructure should be done with effectiveness, as it may 

impact research performance. Research infrastructure is developed through 

partnerships across organizational boundaries and maintained both with the 

university basic funding and with external funding. Universities collaborate with 

their key stakeholders in the acquisition of research infrastructure. In large-scale 

infrastructure acquisitions, possibilities for national-level collaboration and 

funding are charted. The university annual budget usually includes an investment 

budget, which defines the funding base for the research infrastructure. Faculties 

are allocated a funding reserve for making investments, with an annual estimate of 

the amount of investment that can be made with the help of investment support 
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from different sources of funding. Research infrastructure acquisition is to be 

prioritized based on the perspective that the research infrastructure supports the 

activities of the strategic research areas.  

4.1.2.5 Research Infrastructure for Cultural Heritage 

Restoration and Conservation 

Research institutions are expected to conduct research irrespective of their 

location. Research infrastructure services should be made available to a wider user 

community, leading to improved and harmonized services. A reinforced 

partnership of the university with industry is foreseen to foster innovation, with 

these initiatives facilitating a wider sharing of information, knowledge and 

technologies across fields and among universities and industry. 

Research infrastructure is key for helping universities in South-East Asia to join 

a global movement towards open, interconnected, data-driven and computer-

intensive science and engineering. E-Infrastructure contributes to making Asian 

researchers digital, to increasing creativity and efficiency of research and bridging 

the divide between developed and less developed regions. Through the initiatives 

of universities to provide research infrastructure, the following impact is expected: 

• contribute to a more comprehensive landscape of sustainable research 

infrastructure to response to challenges in relating research to science, 

industry and society 

• reinforce the partnerships among universities and industry and relevant 

stakeholders in establishing South-East Asian research infrastructure 

systems and successfully operating them 

• enable researchers to address societal challenges with a global dimension 

• foster capacity-building and human capital development in 

targeted/relevant regions 

• improve access to data and tools enabling new and interdisciplinary 

research leading to new insights and innovation for the society at large 

• contribute to the creation of a cross-border and multi-disciplinary open 

innovation environment for research data, knowledge and services with 

engaged stakeholders and organizations 

• develop synergies contributing to the development of a consistent South-

East Asian research infrastructure ecosystem 
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• to foster a culture of co-operation between the university research 

infrastructure scientific communities, industries and other stakeholders as 

deemed appropriate  

• to improve, in quality and/or quantity, joint research activities 

Through the provision of the research infrastructure, universities reinforce their 

research activities with the industry through innovation and create better 

interactions between researchers. It is foreseen that these would lead to wider 

sharing of information, knowledge and technologies across fields and between 

academia and industry. 

4.2 Research Inputs 

SAIQoR addresses research inputs by focusing on the nature of research in terms 

of research grants, facilities and academic recognition. The value and type of 

funding received for the purpose of funding research creates the basis for 

evaluating the academic performance of the researchers. The more competitive the 

grants, the more likely that the outputs would lead to meaningful and impactful 

outcomes. Whether these come from national funding institutions or from 

international entities is also a criterion for evaluating the extent of academic 

performance. In this regard, certain quantitative measures would be used for the 

purpose of quantifying the grants attained. This evaluation can be addressed at both 

institutional level as well as at the level of individual researchers. 

4.3 Research Outputs 

Research outputs are initially assessed by means of common bibliometrics criteria. 

The quantity and quality of publications, number of citations by other researchers, 

and other relevant quantifiable measures are used to determine the research 

outputs. 
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4.3.1 Publications 

In SAIQoR, publications are categorized as one of the research outputs. As 

research is the core element for ensuring the scholarly distinction of academics, it 

is important to measure publication activities as a means to disseminate and 

communicate the results of scholarly research to a larger audience (University 

Research Centre, University of Auckland, 2016). In evaluating research 

publications in terms of research output, SAIQoR divides publications into five 

types: publications (national and international publications in impact journals, 

national and international publications in non-impact journal, citation according to 

Google Scholar (number of citations along with citations per researcher), other 

publications (i.e. books, articles in newspaper, and teaching related publications), 

and other research publication outputs related to specific academic discipline. 

In assessing the publication output of faculty members, various categories of 

measures can be used. The indicators to assess the publications can be categorized 

into quantitative and qualitative ones.  In SAIQoR, the measures used are (a) 

number of publications (b) number of conference proceedings (c) number of 

citations (d) quality of a journal. 

The first three measures address the quantitative elements of measuring the 

publication activity. Various quantitative methods (i.e. bibliometrics) that are used 

include the journal impact factor, total number of citations, average number of 

citations per paper, average number of citations per author, average number of 

citations per year, the number of authors per paper, Hirsch’s h-index, Egghe’s g-

index, and the contemporary h-index (Sahel, 2011). These quantitative methods 

are traditional measures used to measure the quality of a publication, researcher, 

institution, or a journal. The evaluation of these often include the following: 

a. Number of publications 

Measures used to calculate the number of publications are number of publications 

counted separately for Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4 journals and indexed in Web of Science 

(WOS) or SCOPUS, or other categorization of publications can be used. 
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b. Number of conference presentations 

Number of conference presentations at either international or national conferences 

can be measured. Further categorization of the conference can be made with regard 

to whether it is an indexed conference (i.e. indexed in WoS) or non-indexed 

conference. A presentation at an indexed conference can be assigned a higher 

weight. 

c. Number of citations 

Number of citations can be categorized into citations in indexed (i.e. SCOPUS or 

WoS) and non-indexed journals. Despite focusing on the number of citations 

alone, SAIQoR introduces citations per researcher, a parameter which would 

reflect a more realistic picture of the productivity of a researcher. By measuring 

the citations per researcher, the frequency of citations of academic publications 

relative to the population of researchers is established. 

d. Quality of a Journal 

Publications in high quality journals can be assigned a greater weight, with higher 

ranked journals having higher weights. The ranking list should be based on an 

agreed-upon ranking system. In addition, besides journal rankings (i.e. SCOPUS, 

ISI, Web of Science), to measure journal quality SAIQoR has addressed qualitative 

assessment, which can be carried out through case studies. 

As described earlier, evidence of academic impact may be derived through various 

bibliometric methods, in which a good example is the H index, where factors such 

as the number of publications and citations are incorporated.  Bornmann and Marx 

(2013), however, feel that these common bibliometric techniques only provide 

a partial picture of the full impact, as there is a lack of clarity of the causes 

associated with the research. SAIQoR acknowledges this and therefore, we have 

extended the bibliometric assessment by including qualitative evaluation.  It is 

quite common for universities to measure academic impact and quality through 

a process of peer review (Grant, 2009). This is the practice that has been widely 

used in the UK and has seen some amount of success in measuring the impact. As 

such, employing this practice in SAIQoR is deemed relevant given the need for 

a measurement of varied types of impact. In addition, despite the mainstream 

journal publications, SAIQoR incorporates other research outputs that can be 
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related to a specific discipline only, or would have higher weights in those 

disciplines (i.e. books for history, fine art projects, paintings, music arrangements, 

dance choreography, etc.) and other research outputs such as patents and industrial 

designs (normally applicable for medical, biological, natural sciences, or 

engineering). This would present a more flexible and complex application towards 

the assessment of the quality and impact of research.   

4.3.2 Different Weighting Strategies for Citations  

In addition, a concern has emerged in terms of the trends in the authorship in 

academic writing, where a journal article can be categorized to be a single-

authored, co-authored, or a multi-authored paper. The trend raises the issue of how 

each author is credited to account for their work or contribution, and how it is to 

be linked to the reward system. As the citation impact of single-authored, co-

authored, or multi-authored paper would be different, there is the need to discount 

the number of authors, with one way of doing so being to calculate 1/N, where N 

is the number of authors. Another ad hoc suggestion could be to use the following 

formula: 1/√N. 

4.3.3 Position of an Author on the Title List of Authors 

in a Multi-Authored Paper  

Various ways have been used to order the names of co-authors in a multi-authored 

paper. Although the order of author names should reflect their contribution to the 

paper, there are instances in which the names of authors are written (1) 

alphabetically, or (2) are based on the seniority and degree of power. There are 

advantages of being the first author, for example often only the first name is listed 

(i.e. Smith et al.) when the work is published in the sciences. Secondly, in some 

cases, the first author’s contribution is given a higher weight in terms of the 

promotion and hiring of personnel, thus, for this purpose the individual academic 

institution should decide on the system for weighting individual contributions to 

multi-authored papers.  
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4.3.4 Ranking Publications, Books, Journal Lists and Citations  

Methods should be agreed upon as to how to rank journals and how an individual 

academic should regard such rankings. An individual and departmental assessment 

is largely determined by evaluating the quality of their best publications on the 

basis of where they have been published (the ranking of journals, where the 

scholarly work is published). The Australian Research Council (ARC), Ranking 

of Economics Journal (Keele List) and Association of Business Schools (ABS) 

allocate journals to one of four tiers. Other lists are also used, many of which are 

based more on metrics, with considerable effort spent on deriving the best metric. 

In addition, Hudson (2012) has extended the Keele List, including other factors 

such as the subject orientation, the age of the journal and the extent to which it is 

focused on a particular discipline.  

4.3.5 Producing Lists of Journals at the University 

or Country Level 

There are various categories of journal ratings applied by international journal 

ranking bodies. Ranking is normally divided into 5 categories: 4*, 4, 3, 2, and 1, 

where 5 ranks highest and 1 the lowest. In addition, it is not possible to place the 

best local journals on an equal footing with the best journals in the world. Thus at 

the country or university level the ranking procedures should be designed and 

implemented more carefully to also take into consideration the local incentive 

structure. Academic faculty members who can publish their papers in top 

international journals, second tier international journals or leading national 

journals should be rewarded differently. 

4.3.6 Constructing a Journal List for Specific Countries 

If a journal list exists in a particular country and is government-approved, then 

producing an alternative list by an institution should not be necessary. However, 

such a list could be evaluated against the criteria below to ensure the sound nature 

of the list and potential ways to improve it. 
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International journal rankings as discussed in the previous chapter may not be 

suitable for many Asian universities due to several issues. First, they are English 

language biased, with the very best national, non-English language journals 

unlikely to be ranked at a level greater than 1.  

Secondly, if the ranking is based on a measure such as the eigenvalue, then we 

weight publications by the quality of the journal in which they are cited. This 

almost inevitably means that North American, or Western European English 

language journals have an advantage. Many citations of Korean academics, for 

example, are likely to be in Korean journals. Using the Eigen value method right 

from the outset means that these citations are downgraded.  

4.3.7 How to Produce a Journal List Reflecting the Best Local 

Journals 

It is easier to produce a list from an established source. One solution is to base it 

on metrics such as the Web of Science impact factor. This, however, tends to 

consider all citations as equal and cannot reflect on citation rings, which have been 

used to artificially boost citations. An alternative, for example, is to use the Web 

of Sciences Eigen factor score. The Eigen factor score and ‘article influence score’, 

found on Thomson Reuter’s ISI, are both based on the PageRank (PR) iterative 

algorithm method developed by Brin and Page (1998), as is the Scimago Journal 

Rank (SCR) indicator. The Eigen factor score is the sum of normalized citations 

received from other journals weighted by the influence of the citing journals 

(Franceschet, 2010). This figure would have the tendency to be larger for bigger 

journals. The article influence score is calculated by multiplying the Eigen factor 

Score by 0.01 and divides the journal Eigen factor score by the number of articles 

published by the journal, normalized as a fraction of all articles in all publication. 

Other measurement indicators would include the Source Normalized Impact per 

Paper (SNIP), which weights citations based on the total number of citations in 

a subject field. The impact of a single citation is assigned a higher value in those 

subject areas where the citations are less likely and vice versa (Moed, 2010). 
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4.3.8 Suggested Principles for Developing a Journal Ranking 

for South East Asian (SEA) Countries 

Principle 1: Basing the ranking on the simple impact factor for the journal that 

weights all citation equally. 

Principle 2: This list should form the basis for each country to develop their own 

journal ranking. 

4.3.9 Writing to Maximize Academic Impact 

Good quality papers are well-written and reflect new knowledge, originality, and 

theoretical implications. They also generate contribution to the literature. 

However, the definition of a good quality paper varies from a discipline to 

a discipline. Some disciplines would discuss at length the method used in the study 

whilst others are likely to emphasize on the implications of the findings in relation 

to the discipline (i.e. in Sociology and Politics). In addition, other disciplines focus 

on theoretical developments, contributions, and other factors. Still, as depicted in 

Figure 14, academics should consistently be motivated to write, while sustaining 

balance in other spheres of their workload. 

Having said this, in order to publish a good quality paper in a good quality journal, 

other criteria must be taken into consideration, such as the characteristics or 

patterns of a journal paper in the targeted journal, the formatting style, etc. The 

relationship between the length of the title and the number of citations has also 

been considered, i.e. the title of the paper should not be long and should not be 

posed in the form of a question. However, despite various studied factors that 

influence the number of citations, the quality of the written research is still an 

important element that needs to be taken into consideration. For example, how the 

abstract and introduction are written to attract other researchers to read a certain 

piece of research work is also important. 
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4.3.10 Evaluation of Research Performance Through 

an Altmetric System 

The altmetric system is based on a journal being rated based on scholarly 

references from the academic’s social media site. Altmetrics can be viewed as an 

alternative to citation counts and indicators of non-scholarly or societal impacts 

(Thelwall, 2018). There are some opinions and research-based evidence (e.g. 

Allgaier et.al, 2013; Priem et.al, 2010) that altmetrics may eventually come to be 

used to measure scholarly impact.  This system provides the data quickly and can 

be a useful strategy to navigate individual impact of an academic, or branding in 

the eyes of practitioners, policy makers, and the public, e.g. the Building Buzz 

Communicating Science in New Media Environments in their study found a link 

between a scientist's public engagement and their citation rates (Liang, 2014).  

The advantages of altmetrics are the following: 

• the capacity for authors to accumulate citations faster compared to 

traditional citation counts 

• it can be expanded beyond books and articles to include software, videos, 

presentations, posters and other media 

• it provides a broader measurement for impact of research, a factor that 

funders and university administrators are beginning to take note of 

• it can be used to augment traditional metrics 

Despite the advantages, altmetrics can be easily distorted or misinterpreted. 

Almetrics are attention indicators that may not measure scholarly quality or 

impact. Some examples of altmetrics include: 

• Discussions – Twitter, Facebook, blogs  

• News – outlets, newspapers, wire services  

• Shares – Twitter, Facebook Views and downloads publisher website, 

repositories  

• Ratings – likes/dislikes on Amazon.com, Speaker Deck, YouTube, 

SlideShare 
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• Holdings – WorldCat (number of libraries worldwide own a particular 

book) 

Furthermore, qualitatively, journal quality can be assessed by editors and editorial 

boards, basic criteria for peer review, publishers, acceptance or rejection rates, 

indexes and abstracts and subscribing libraries 

(https://libguides.bc.edu/journalqual/qualitative). 

4.3.11 Teaching Related Publications 

Teaching related publications can be measured through the quantity published in 

international and national publishing houses. This type of publications is very 

useful, as the teaching is a core responsibility of faculty members. Emphasizing 

publications related to teaching encourages the faculty members to enhance their 

teaching methods and at the same time, producing research work that is useful for 

other academics in their teaching.  

According to the Boston College Libraries’ webpage Assessing Journal Quality 

(2018), research-based approach related to teaching promotes improvement 

through action research. Through this effort various advantages can be reaped by 

an academic faculty member such as: 

• help in finding solutions to particular problems arising in the classroom or 

school 

• underpin professional learning of knowledge, skills and understanding 

• connect an academic with sources of information and networks of 

professional support 

• clarify purpose, processes and priorities when introducing change – for 

example, to curriculum, pedagogy or assessment 

• improve understanding of the professional and policy context, 

organisationally, locally and nationally, enabling teaching and leading 

more strategically and effectively 

• develop the influence, self-efficacy and voice of an academic within their 

own school and more widely within their profession 

https://libguides.bc.edu/journalqual/qualitative
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It is suggested that when measuring the impact of teaching, publications along with 

other parameters can be designated, e.g. for educational publications, with 

different weights of impact assigned upon the agreed criteria.  

4.3.12 Research Collaboration 

According to Katz and Martin (1995) contemporary research is becoming more 

complicated and requires a wide range of skills, techniques, and knowledge which 

take a long time to acquire. Hence, research collaboration, which is linked to 

sharing knowledge, skills and techniques, helps researchers to achieve a greater 

use of their talents and knowledge. Research collaboration also allows for the 

transfer of knowledge and skills, especially of tacit knowledge yet to be made 

known publicly or that is still at the early stage of research. Collaboration also 

brings researchers who disagree the possibility to debate and encourages them to 

produce new ideas and knowledge. Furthermore, it also increases the visibility of 

one’s research work.  

International, national, and local research cooperation enables innovation as well 

as increases the possibility for joint academic publication activities. The strategic 

goal is to enhance open access to academic research results and other information 

(Finland’s Strategy and Roadmap for Research Infrastructure 2014–2020). This 

variable can be measured quantitatively, in terms of the number of local, national, 

and international collaborations, and can include the following: 

a. Local Research Collaboration 

This collaboration should take place within an institution itself among the faculty 

members from the same faculty or faculty members from different faculties. Local 

research collaboration allows for the synergy that can produce innovations, 

products and outputs that can have greater impact on the society, country and the 

world. For example, the collaboration between science-based researchers and 

business-based researchers can lead to marketable products. Hence, it is an 

imperative to measure: 

a) the number of collaboration projects within a faculty 

b) the number of collaboration projects across faculties 
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c) the number of faculty members involved in cooperation within and across 

faculties 

d) the ratio of the faculty members involved in the cooperation within the 

institution to the number of all faculty members  

b. National Research Collaboration  

This refers to the research collaboration between researchers from different 

academic institutions within a country. It brings together local experts from 

different academic institutions to produce research that tackles national research 

problem or even a research problem beyond the country. This kind of collaboration 

allows researchers to tap into each other’s expertise as well as to utilize resources 

that are not available to them at their own institutions, especially among smaller 

academic institutions cooperating with bigger academic institutions.  This can be 

measured by the number of faculty members involved in national level inter/ 

institutional research collaborations and also by the ratio of these faculty members 

involved to the number of all faculty members. 

c. International Research Collaboration  

Participation in international inter-institutional research related activities creates 

international networking and linkages that bring expertise from other countries to 

produce joint research at the international level (illustration in Figure 15). 

Moreover, this also allows for the transfer of knowledge and skills that increase 

the quality and the impact of the research done. International research 

collaboration can be measured by the following: 

a) The number of faculty members and ratio of faculty members to active 

faculty members involved in the research projects with international 

academic or research institutions,  

b) The number of faculty members and ratio of faculty members to active 

faculty members sent abroad for research activities, those who take 

a research sabbatical leave, or post-doctoral researchers or research fellows 

with overseas institutions. 
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4.4 Research Impacts 

SAIQoR addresses impact through more robust measures that include the 

peculiarities of the contextual differences. The understanding that any tool can be 

ideal for all situations. SAIQoR accepts the diversities of users in academia and as 

such made effort to account for such differences. There is the need for inclusivity 

while also adhering to contextual differences that have led SAIQoR authors to 

consider the following measurement aspects: 

4.4.1 Impact on Government Policies 

In terms of measuring research impact on government policy, it must be admitted 

that academic researchers often live in very separate worlds from policymakers. 

The two groups have different values and professional ties, use different language, 

time frames and reward systems. Therefore, the impact of research and evidence 

from research is often ignored as policies to promote the development are being 

formulated and the practices shaped. Prior to measuring the impact of research on 

policy makers, public and respective stakeholders need to understand that research 

provides results based on studies conducted using methodological tools and 

appropriate models. The results from research have the potential to help the policy 

makers to interpret data, set targets, predict change, and mitigate unforeseen risks. 

Figure 8 below shows the inputs that the research evidence can provide in the 

policy making process.  
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Figure 8   Impact of Research on the Policy Making Process 

Source: Authors’ own conceptualisation 

  

There are several elements in SAIQoR which institutions should consider when 

measuring the impact of faculty contributions to government policies along the 

whole spectrum. These elements can be divided into two categories: first, specific 

government policies impacted (i.e. policy changes influenced); second, 

publications translated into national policies, regulations, economic inputs, etc. 

In the first element, several measures are incorporated, including documented 

impact on the development of public policies, joint events with government 

institutions, number of public engagement events/contributions, number/value of 

consultancy services provided to public institutions and membership in advisory 

authorities/entities. The fact that more and more university researchers and their 

expertise is involved in assisting the governmental policy and decision-making 

process should not be ignored, e.g. in some environments, university experts in 

healthcare participate in national health policy development processes, develop 

policies and appropriate programmes for the benefits of the community. In 

SAIQoR, the impact on the development of public policies should be documented, 

with joint events with government institutions and number of public engagement 
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events/contributions counted. In addition, the university should also consider the 

number and value of consultancy services provided to the government and public 

institutions, while acknowledging expert membership in advisory authorities and 

entities. These consultancy services for governmental institutions sometime are 

translated into national policies, regulations and economic inputs, all of which 

should be recorded and counted as impact according to SAIQoR.  

4.4.2 Impact on Communities and Cultural Heritage 

Scholarly impact will always be of the highest interest and importance to 

academics.  However, we do not live in a vacuum separated from real world 

problems. There are basic issues to which the academics via their research can 

make a fundamental contribution towards generating pragmatic solutions. Along 

these lines, impact should be measured based on an ideal world, with the 

difficulties in doing so outlined and practical alternatives suggested. It is probably 

fair to say that no study has provided a satisfactory monetarised estimate of the 

total impact of research funding at the aggregate level. Even at the simpler level of 

specific projects, such estimates tend to be lacking. SAIQoR argues that Total 

Impact (TI) is the sum of all net benefits attributable to the research translated to 

monetary terms and discounted over time and space: 
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Research needs to be transformed into innovation. This can include products, 

processes or policy innovations, with αits representing the proportion of innovation 

which is attributable to research. Bits are the net benefits of the innovation in terms 

of impact i, period t and spatial location s. This relates to a single piece of research, 

which has different impacts2 such as those of revenue, jobs, health and the 

environment. The time discount factor dit is the assumed invariant over spatial 

location and between uses. To a large extent, equation (1) is also consistent with 

much of the literature in the econometric tradition of evaluating research, apart 

from the concept of spatial discounting. S denotes the number of spatial locations.  

                                                 

 

2 I being the upper limit in the summation in (1); the sub-impacts are thus combined in determining 

overall impact. 
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If more than one firm is engaged in research, the net benefit of research needs to 

take into account the fact that all firms incur research costs. These firms are then a 

part of the counterfactual as discussed earlier. For example, in the pharmaceutical 

industry, it is sometimes the case that several firms are developing an identical 

drug and the successful firm is the one that is able to first patent the product 

(Anand, 2011). In this case, the only gain goes to researchers who hold the patent. 

If rival researchers are in another country, then, the GDP impact is usually taken 

into consideration, but possibly not the health impact for the researcher’s country. 

Even if rival drugs are not being developed, close substitutes often exist and are 

marketed3. The health impact then needs to be evaluated on the therapeutic 

advantage of the developed drug over the alternatives. Finally, there is the need to 

avoid double counting, as the social benefits are already partially included within 

revenue benefits. 

This ideal is impossible to be implemented at this point and it may never be 

possible. Thus, in the REF (2014), the impact was established via impact case 

studies, i.e. narratives representing the stories of impacts. In the sciences, these 

texts may involve a patented product which leads to a new innovative product 

generating hundreds of millions of euros in revenue and hundreds of jobs. 

Establishing impact in the social sciences is often more difficult. Yet examples 

exist of research results impacting on government policy, e.g. based on the results 

of one particular history study, improving visitor attraction represented 

a documented impact for the Hampton Court Palace in London as one of the UK’s 

major tourist venues,  

Over the last decade, the discussion of academic research impact on the society 

and the economy beyond academia, has gained importance. Research impact is 

now evaluated with regard to securing government funding for research projects, 

especially within the university sector. The importance of research impact is real 

as it is required to be declared both when researchers apply for funding, as well as 

in reporting the use of this funding.  In some cases, researchers also need to provide 

the details of the strategy for achieving this impact. In Malaysia, the government 

invests around £3 billion annually in research, and it requires funded applicants to 

demonstrate the contribution of their research to the society and the economy. 

When considering and measuring the research impact, it is important for 

researchers to understand the word ‘impact’ itself. In general, the word does not 
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contain any normative assessment, yet many seem to use it as a synonym for 

benefit. Impact is regarded differently by each community.  

In contrast to the academic perspective of the research impact, practitioners hold 

a very different view. HEFCE (2011) has defined impact as ‘an effect on, change 

or benefit to the economy, society, culture, public policy or services, health, the 

environment or quality of life, beyond academia’.  The Australian Research 

Quality Framework (2006), on the other hand, has defined impact as ‘achieving 

social, economic, environmental and/or cultural outcomes. This is not to be 

confused with impact in the academic domain, which is seen more as an indicator 

of the intrinsic quality of the research on scholarly or academic measures’, while 

Wolff (2010) has described non-academic impact as, ‘making a demonstrable 

difference in a non-academic context’. 

Research can have many different kinds of impacts depending on the discipline 

and the organization of research. In an attempt to assess research impact 

systematically, multiple types of impact must be accounted for. To determine 

research impact, a new approach to evaluation is necessary. Analysis should be 

based on direct and indirect interactions between researchers and stakeholders. 

A number of qualitative and quantitative measurements may be adopted and to be 

developed. In some institutions, the use and impact of using social media is also 

evaluated. The emergence of the evaluation systems, including the traditional 

mechanisms of bibliometric, data and peer review systems must remain fit-for-

purpose and meaningful in the research ecosystem.   

Impacts can be assessed with regard to many dimensions, including community 

and society, business and industry, policy domain, environment, and also cultural 

heritage as shown by Figure 9.  
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Figure 9   Impact Zones  

Source: Authors’ Own 

 

Depending on when it occurs, research impact can range from immediate to short- 

and long-term. It can also be visible or invisible, progressive or regressive, and 

intended or unintended.  Despite various efforts to measure impact, challenges 

arise in determining the methodology how to do so. Among the methodological 

challenges include the time lags perspective, in which impact may be viewed quite 

differently in terms of the time taken to see significant differences from status quo. 

Also, the attribution and contribution method is another challenge by which causes 

of changes as well as the benefits gains associated with impact may be seen 

differently by different evaluators. The marginal differences method looks at how 

evaluators may have different bases or standards in measuring impacts while the 

transaction costs method entails the need to examine the costs involved in 

assessing research impact. Finally, the unit of assessment in addressing research 

impact can also pose a challenge in measuring impact, as evaluators may simply 

have different units of assessment for research from varying disciplines or the 

research is multidisciplinary. Table 2 below shows the common methodological 

challenges in measuring impact.  
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Table 5   Common Methodological Challenges in Measuring Impact 

Challenges Measurement 

Time lags 
How do we assess the impact of research if it usually takes a long 

time for impact to occur? When is the right timing?  

Attribution and 

contribution 

How do we attribute particular impacts to particular research 

projects and researchers (and vice-versa) if research is often 

incremental and collaborative?  

Marginal 

differences 

How do we distinguish between high and low impact if there is as 

of yet no shared understanding of impact or assessment standards?  

Transaction costs 

How do we ensure that the benefits of research impact outweigh 

costs if the assessment process itself can be costly and 

burdensome?  

Unit of assessment 
How do we determine an appropriate unit of assessment if research 

can be multi-disciplinary and multi-impactful?  

Source:  Adam et al. (2018), ISRIA Guideline: ten-point guidelines for an 

effective process of research impact assessment, Health Research Policy & 

Systems, pp 3 

 

In terms of environmental impact, university research has increasingly focused on 

design, with various research teams having claimed to have demonstrated impact 

through directly influencing environmental management activities. A debate has 

also emerged as to how the environmental impact of doing research should be 

assessed.  Thus, to make valid comparisons, consistent metrics are necessary to 

value the process and outcome of research. 

Prior to measuring research impact on the environment, an enhanced 

understanding of the ecosystem services in environmental systems is needed. This 

is important, as it can help researchers to develop more holistic solutions that 

benefit both people and nature. One of the key reasons for conducting 

environmental research is to improve knowledge regarding sustainability and the 

protection of biosystems. It is therefore more straightforward to measure 

environmental effects and impacts in terms of a particular product, system, user or 

household than to measure it at the industrial or national levels. Sala et al. (2012) 

have suggested three main areas in which environmental research impact can be 

evaluated: human health, the natural environment (ecosystems) and natural 

resources.  

Environmental impact may also be divided into direct and indirect impact, with 

the former measured by the influence on the quantitative change of environment, 
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such as the use of material, land, water and the level of emissions of C02 and of 

other harmful substances. whereby Indirect impact on the environment is measured 

by the influence on tangible products, infrastructure and individual or collective 

practices that cause measurable environmental pressures (Miedzinski et al. 2013).  

SAIQoR also devotes attention to the impact of research on culture and cultural 

heritage, an area which South East Asian communities value highly in their daily 

lives. There are substantial and tremendous concerns for the collective 

preservation of artefacts ranging from infrastructure such as mosques, temples and 

shrines; non-formal system of education; ethnic foods; historical sites, and other 

aspects and nuances of aesthetics and heritage. This research impact on culture and 

society is not confined only to the arts and humanities. Cultural heritage is 

comprised by numerous diverse aspects and can be measured in different ways. 

The most important question in measuring these physical or intangible attributes, 

however, is to evaluate and define what institution or artefact is affected and 

exactly in which ways. 

The growing interest of research focusing on cultural heritage has led to the 

development of a variety of methods for assessing non-academic research impact. 

Nevertheless, most of the impact measures continue to focus only on the economic 

dimension. It is also essential to consider the promotion of educational, social, 

archaeological and aesthetic values which will impact and provide benefits for the 

community. In SAIQoR, we follow the convention of the of Council of Europe 

(2005) in defining Cultural Heritage: ‘a group of resources inherited from the past 

which people identify, independently of ownership, as a reflection and expression 

of their constantly evolving values, beliefs, knowledge and traditions. It includes 

all aspects of the environment resulting from the interaction between people and 

places through time’. (Reference: https://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-

list/-/conventions/rms/0900001680083746, 2018) 

Currently, the most reliable and robust methods for assessing the community, 

environment, cultural and heritage research are the use of peer review and 

qualitative narratives (Bornmann, 2012). Quantitative measures may not be able 

to accurately and comprehensively depict the effort of the research experts, thus it 

is rational to depend on trained expert panel reviews and thus evaluate the societal 

relevance and returns of research in these areas. SAIQoR is also moving in this 

direction. Institutions that apply SAIQoR should devote a great deal of attention 

to the training and exposure of peer review panels in order to avoid biases, 

misconceptions and generalizations that can be made without appropriate scrutiny 

of the evidence. In addition, panel review experts must also be alerted to the 

multiplicity of impacts one research has on various stakeholders. For instance, 

https://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list/-/conventions/rms/0900001680083746
https://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list/-/conventions/rms/0900001680083746
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a research project might study the potential of rejuvenating a remote and rural 

village with the goal of promoting ethnic foods and establishing alternative tourist 

destinations and attractions. At first glance, such a study may impact the overall 

cultural heritage of the particular country, while the same project would also have 

a clear economic impact on local community development, as instituting the results 

of the study would open up opportunities for area entrepreneurs, e.g. to open ethnic 

food restaurants, provide accommodation facilities, create or rehabilitate sites for 

the production and sale of local art and craft products, and establish offer 

alternative tourism-related businesses.   

SAIQoR provides a general set of dimensions for institutions to consider as they 

develop a guideline for measuring the impact of research on the community, 

societal development, the environment as well as culture and heritage. Figure 7 

features the metrics that SAIQoR deems relevant for explaining researcher 

achievement in terms of creating societal impact. Generating policy papers that 

involve environmental aspects, culture and heritage, or influence community 

sustainability or development are considered as generating valid impact. In 

addition, the engagement of researchers in community programmes that support 

specific interest groups such as patients, people with disabilities, immigrants, or 

other relevant minorities also represents impactful involvement. A faculty’s 

contribution is also impactful as it is represented in the form of a task force or panel 

influencing the setting of agendas for municipalities, the development of policies 

for the higher education sector, or contributing to other public sector areas.  

Researchers can serve as consultants, chairpersons, advisors, as well as members 

of expert panels for community agencies or public institutions. Finally, their 

commitment to sharing knowledge among the international community, NGOs, as 

well as serving as knowledge ambassadors in projects that relate to cultural 

heritage preservation should be also taken into account. All these contributions 

must be supported by letters of appointment/appreciation, or any sort of written 

communication that would prove the involvement and contribution with specific 

narratives that explain activities consistently undertaken by researchers, with the 

validity of the documents certified by respective external bodies of panel 

reviewers. 
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Figure 10   Impact on the Community, Environment, Cultural Heritage and 

Societal Development 

Source: Authors’ Own Projection 

4.4.3 Impact on Business and Industry 

Research continues to impact business and industry in various ways, including 

opportunities to generate knowledge, the capacity to learn, as well as the ability to 

network and collaborate. With the strong connection of the university to industry, 

both institutions along with the populations which work within these structures can 

further increase the potential for growth, development and improvement. To 

encourage university staff to contribute to the enhancement of knowledge via 

partnerships with outside world, evidence of the benefits of participation and 

proper measurement are needed. In this section, a brief set of guidelines are 

presented, with supportive evidence as well as a description of the method of 

assessment and measurement provided for each parameter. This information can 

help the institutions to further evaluate the strengths of their institution in 

comparison with rivals or with partner institutions. In SAIQoR, the impact on 

business and industry is divided into two areas: (1) business and commercialization 

initiatives, (2) consultancy.  

In terms of business and commercialization initiatives, several measures are 

incorporated, including the number and value of contracts with private/public 

companies from sale of products/services, value generated from the 

Panel for generating policy papers that involve environmental, cultural and heritage, 
community sustainability or development 

Engagement in community programs that support specific 
interest groups-patients, disability, immigrants, elderly or 

other relevant minorities 

Champions or agents sharing 
knowledge among 

international community, 
NGOs

Knowledge ambassadors in 
projects that relate to cultural 

and heritage preservation. 

Task force or panel of town-
hall agenda, policies at the 

higher education sector, 
institutional or ministry level

Consultants, chairman, 
advisor, expert panels for 
community agencies or 

public bodies
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commercialization of intellectual property rights, patents, trademarks, expert 

panels for businesses and commercial ventures or membership in boards of 

trustees, as well as revenues generated from technology   or knowledge transfer 

(such as joint venture). In addition, SAIQoR also provides value in terms of an 

increase in the number/turnover of start-ups and spin-offs resulting from the 

research output as well as revenues generated from performances and exhibitions. 

Partnerships between universities and businesses are nothing new. 

Universities partner with public and private companies that have the resources to 

help educational centres in their research into managerial and professional 

undertakings. This involves the number of valuable grants which should be 

recorded, as suggested in SAIQoR. Universities are also involved in joint-venture 

projects with specific industries, which subsequently lead to production and 

commercialization activities through the use of intellectual property rights, patents, 

and trademarks. Further, universities also provide expert panels for businesses and 

commercial ventures for industry. Thus, the value generated from the 

commercialization of these intellectual properties, revenue generated from 

technology, as well as knowledge transfer and services provided by the panel 

experts should be included in measuring a university’s research impact. 

At most universities, the final stage of research is related to disseminating the 

findings to an appropriate audience, particularly via journal publications, 

conference publications, formal reports, or dissertations/theses in 

postgraduate study. Rarely do universities consider the outputs that have been 

transformed and have resulted in start-ups and spin-offs. Nevertheless, these 

ventures may have a significant impact on regional economic and social 

development. In some regions, university start-ups and spin-offs have remarkably 

strengthened linkages between universities and industries. The importance of start-

ups and spin-offs has long been discussed in a holistic manner. In this regard, it is 

recommended for South-East Asian universities to move forward in the 

transformation of their valuable research outputs by introducing programmes 

specifically geared to creating start-ups and developing university spin-offs, which 

will further strengthen the university-industry linkages.  

University exhibitions are no longer uncommon in the societies of South-East 

Asia. Research conferences; library, archival and other commercial and non-

commercial exhibitions; as well as project exhibitions such as those featuring the 

performance, literary, interactive, decorative and fine arts are presented regularly 

by universities, with the emergence of interdisciplinary works as a common trend. 

These exhibitions not only celebrate and disseminate university activities, but can 

also generate money. SAIQoR recommends that the revenue generated from 
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performances, presentations and exhibitions be included in the calculation of 

university impacts on business and industry.  

Regarding consultancy, two measures are incorporated in terms of the value and 

quantity: national and international consultancy. A consultancy project is one of 

the principal mechanisms by which universities transfer knowledge to public, 

private and third sector groups, as well as contribute to the growth of the local and 

international economy and to the needs of the society in general. Most consultancy 

services are provided by individual university researchers, undertaking work of 

interest for themselves, their students, their investors, and their clients. Throughout 

the consultancy process, university researchers not only expand their own 

expertise outside of academia, but also strengthen the university-industry-public 

relationship. For these reasons and many others, the expertise provided by the 

universities should be cherished, and the number of consultancy projects along 

with the value generated should be recorded in the system of research impact 

assessment. 

4.4.3.1 Operational Criteria to Measure Business 

and Commercialization Output 

An institution of higher learning should have strategies in place to ensure that 

business and commercialization objectives are fully met. It is important that higher 

education institutions have regulations, policies and procedures which govern all 

aspects of assessment, including assessment methods, grading, as well as oversight 

instruments to insure control and fairness. These goals should be implemented 

through assessment systems and processes, all of which should be designed to 

ensure that the assessment is both rigorous and fair to all parties involved. 

Processes should also be set to periodically review and maintain standards, and to 

revise them when necessary as conditions change. Desirable measurement 

indicators can be divided into two categories: 

• Number/value of contracts with private companies 

• Membership in boards of trustee or boards of business entities 

 

The following indicators serve to exemplify measurement operations: 
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MEASUREMENT INDICATOR #1  

Number/Value of Research Contracts with Private Companies 

Guideline 

A contract with private companies may include a research or consultancy contract, 

and case study grants can also be awarded. Other than enhancing the collaboration 

between the university and outside institutions, university staff may experience 

direct benefits from securing contracts with private companies. Among the 

benefits are such that there can be enhanced ability to network along with 

opportunities to generate knowledge and the capacity to enhance their skills.  

Evidence 

• Letter from private companies certifying the awarded contract 

• Detailed description of the project  

The most important step towards measuring the value of contracts secured by 

faculty members is collecting accurate data. Thus, documents such as the project 

description and letter of award of the contract are required. The data should be 

compiled, assessed and measured to ensure they meet the measurement criteria. 

Table 3 describes the measurement of impact of faculty involvement in business 

and industry. 
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Table 6   Criteria Ratings, Descriptions and Outcomes For Research Contracts  

Criterion 

Rating 
Description Outcome 

5 
Approximately 75 percent of faculty members have specific 

value contracts with private companies. 
Met 

4 
Approximately 50 percent of faculty members have specific 

value contracts with private companies. 

3 
Approximately 25 percent of faculty members have specific 

value ‘contracts with private companies. Partially 

met 
2 

Approximately 10 percent of faculty members have specific 

value contracts with private companies. 

1 
No faculty member has any value contracts with private 

companies. 
Not met 

Source: Authors’ own descriptions based on Seppo & Lilles (2012), Indicators 

measuring university-industry cooperation, Discussion on Estonian Economic 

Policy, 20(1), 204-226 

MEASUREMENT INDICATOR #2 

Membership in Boards of Trustees/Other Boards of Entities 

Guideline 

A board member is an elected participant on the board of directors of 

a corporation.  There has been a recent and growing trend of university staff 

turning into university-entrepreneurs by opening their own spin-offs or start-ups 

with support from university innovation centres. Other than providing an 

opportunity for the staff to enhance their leadership, communication, problem 

solving and decision-making skills, participation in spin-off companies benefits 

the staff by encompassing their managerial talents. Among the direct benefits 

arising from involving academics in boards and committees are: building links 

between the university and outside institutions, and enhancing university staff 

industry experience.  
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Evidence 

• Letter of membership / membership card with registration number  

• Letter of appointment  

Method of assessment  

When measuring the impact of membership in boards of trustees/other boards of 

business entities, it is advisable for the faculty administration to collect the 

information and data on the number of faculty members with a membership in 

boards of trustees or other boards of business entities. The data can be evaluated 

quantitatively and monitored frequently. Table 4 provides a suggestion regarding 

how the involvement of academics with industry and businesses can be evaluated 

in this regard. 

 

Table 7   Criteria Ratings, Descriptions and Outcomes for Membership in Industry 

Affiliations  

Criterion 

Rating 
Description Outcome 

5 

Approximately 75 percent of faculty members have any 

membership in boards of trustees/other boards of business 

entities 
Met 

4 

Approximately 50 percent of faculty members have any 

membership in boards of trustees/other boards of business 

entities 

3 

Approximately 25 percent of faculty members have any 

membership in boards of trustees/other boards of business 

entities Partially 

met 

2 

Approximately 10 percent of faculty members have any 

membership in boards of trustees/other boards of business 

entities 

1 
No faculty member has any membership in boards of 

trustees/other boards of business entities 
Not met 

Source: Authors’ own descriptions based on Seppo & Lilles (2012), Indicators 

measuring university-industry cooperation, Discussion on Estonian Economic 

Policy, 20(1), 204-226 
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Operational Criteria to Measure Consultancy Output 

The research manager should define a set of objectives for measuring consultancy 

output. Desirable measurement indicators can be divided into two categories:  

• Number of innovations registered as patents 

• National or international consultancy activities  

MEASUREMENT INDICATOR #3 

Number of Registered Patents 

Guideline 

A patent is a legal title granting an inventor the right to exclude others from 

making, using or selling the protected invention. To be patentable, an invention 

must meet three basic criteria: i.e. it should be novel, useful and nonobvious. 

Among the direct benefits arising from registering patents are the provision of 

absolute property rights to the university staff member/group or to the university 

as such over the invention.  

Evidence: 

• List of registered patents with registration numbers 

Method of Assessment  

Quantitative information and data such as the number of patents registered by 

faculty members should be obtained and verified using a quantifiable measurement 

process. In terms of measuring the patent registration, Table 5 provides the criteria 

ratings, descriptions and outcomes. 
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Table 8   Criteria Ratings, Descriptions and Outcomes  

Criterion 

Rating 
Description Outcome 

5 
Approximately 75 percent of faculty members have a registered 

patent. 
Met 

4 
Approximately 50 percent of faculty members have a registered 

patent. 

3 
Approximately 25 percent of faculty members have a registered 

patent. Partially 

met 
2 

Approximately 10 percent of faculty members have a registered 

patent. 

1 No faculty member has registered patent. Not met 

Source: Authors’ own descriptions based on Seppo & Lilles (2012), Indicators 

measuring university-industry cooperation, Discussion on Estonian Economic 

Policy, 20(1), 204-226 

MEASUREMENT INDICATOR #4 

National/International Consultancy Projects 

Guideline 

Consultancy is defined as the provision of expert advice, analysis and 

interpretation which draws upon and applies the expertise and knowledge of 

university groups or individual staff members (University of Bath Consultancy 

Services - www.bath.ac.uk). Unlike research, consultancy projects are usually 

short-term and involve different forms of administrative work. Consultancy 

projects can be secured from national and international corporations or government 

bodies. Ranking among the direct benefits arising from the consultancy are 

enhanced staff training and career development, increased expertise and 

experience of university staff by involving them in ‘real world’ problems, 

enriching university staff experience, and building links between the university 

and outside institutions.   
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Evidence: 

• Letter of awarded consultancy project from national and international 

companies 

• Detailed description of the consultancy project  

Method of Assessment  

Quantitative information and data such as the number of internal and external 

consultation projects secured by faculty members should be obtained and verified 

using a quantifiable measurement process. Table 6 identifies ways to measure the 

impact of the consultancy projects. 

 

Table 9   Criteria Ratings, Descriptions and Outcomes for the Consultancy 

Activities 

Criterion 

Rating 
Description Outcome 

5 
Approximately 20 percent of faculty members have some local or 

international consultation project 
Met 

4 
Approximately 15 percent of faculty members have some local or 

international consultation project 

3 
Approximately 10 percent of faculty members have some local or 

international consultation project Partially 

met 
2 

Approximately 5 percent of faculty members have some local or 

international consultation project 

1 
No faculty member has some local or international consultation 

project 
Not met 

Source: Authors’ own descriptions based on Seppo & Lilles (2012), Indicators 

measuring university-industry cooperation, Discussion on Estonian Economic 

Policy, 20(1), 204-226 

4.4.4 Internationalization Initiatives 

An acceptable criterion for measuring the international impact of research is to 

determine the internationalization initiatives and their beneficial outcomes in the 
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research area. Again, in determining impact, the total value of outcomes brought 

about by the international research initiatives is deemed pertinent as a valid 

measure. At the international level, Guy (2015) asserts that at universities, 

stakeholders are interested in how the research supports academic progress as well 

as what positive influence it has on the society and the economy. The impact tends 

to be more highly regarded when it is clearly demonstrable and supported by the 

evidence. Research impact that is tangible is very important for universities and 

research institutions, as it promotes visibility and, therefore, may become one 

criterion for research funding agencies to make decisions on financial support.    

Internalization efforts entail the need for universities in South-East Asia and 

beyond to establish firm networks and linkages with international bodies, either 

with other institutions of higher learning (IHL) or with other foreign entities that 

are likely to create beneficial outcomes.  In SAIQoR, bibliometrics is used as the 

basis for evaluation, a process which is incorporated through: 

i) The number and value of international research projects 

ii) The number of active academic international partnerships  

iii) The number of active international industrial partnerships 

Each of these evaluation criteria is further discussed below. 

4.4.4.1 Number and Value of International Research Projects 

Boekholt, Edler, Cunningham and Flannagan (2009) have found that the more 

basic the field of research, the more likely there is to be international collaboration. 

Collaborators tend to work together in research areas that have common benefits 

and are more likely to lead to inclusive outcomes. This may be advantageous for 

researchers from South-East Asian universities seeking knowledge advancement 

in areas that are still at the infancy stage at their home institutions. It has also been 

found that patterns of scientific collaboration remain influenced by socioeconomic 

and cultural ties, with collaborations often following language or historical links. 

These traditional ties tend to qualify the establishment of international linkages 

among universities in South-East Asian countries, i.e. cooperation can be more 

easily established or maintained with institutions or regions with whom prior 

linkages have been established. To assess these relationships, many universities 

continue to rely on bibliometrics.  
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Major positioning indicators often used for the measurement of international 

research activities of universities include: 

• The existence of an internationalization strategy or plan, with targets, 

priority areas and countries identified that are likely to have shared benefits  

• The existence of dedicated budgets and/or a central internationalization unit 

to support international research activities 

• The existence of an internationalization unit to support internationalization 

administrative and management tasks 

• The determination of the share of research projects with an element of 

international cooperation and/or using shared facilities   

• The number of international agreements at the university or organization 

level  

• The number of international partnerships or cooperation agreements at 

institutional level  

• The share of income from international funding sources 

• The share of staff from abroad and share of domestic staff spending research 

time abroad 

• The overall budget spent on international activities and received from 

international sources 

Such positioning indicators, however, do not yet cover the benefits and effects of 

the internationalization on organizations where the impact is essentially based. For 

this purpose, qualitative assessment is often needed. SAIQoR recognizes the need 

for qualitative evaluations in this regard, i.e. assessments in which quantitative 

evidence is provided together with the use of case studies. It is the responsibility 

of the researchers to provide extensive explanations and otherwise describe the 

impact associated with their related research outcomes. As such, the measurement 

of impact on internationalization begins with the number/value of international 

research projects.  

4.4.4.2 Number of Active Academic International 

Partnerships 

An assessment of impact can also be described in terms of international 

collaborations leading to firm and sustained partnerships amongst universities. 
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Such collaborations may be in the form of joint research, publications developed 

jointly leading to international joint authorships of specific publications, and also 

mobility amongst academics which lead to visiting scholarly programmes that are 

likely to benefit all parties. These collaborations are likely to enhance the standing 

of the universities involved and therefore are likely to be reflected in their research 

outcomes. Much like the academic linkages or partnerships established, research 

impact must also be evaluated when such linkages involve businesses or industries, 

especially at the international level. Partnerships between university and industry 

has been widely viewed as one of the contributors to innovation and growth, as 

such partnerships often lead to technology and knowledge transfers benefitting 

both parties at the global level. The primary focus of most industry-university 

collaborations is joint research, but many also have an impact on the teaching and 

learning that develops naturally out of the partnership. SAIQoR establishes the 

need to capture university-industry linkages through strategic partnerships. For 

this to work, metrics in terms of the number and value of such linkages is 

necessary. To address impact, often such collaborations may only become fruitful 

after some period of establishing and formalizing academic relationships. Keeping 

this in mind, impact from international partnerships may be assessed both 

quantitatively or qualitatively. A discussion on qualitative measures is presented 

in the following discussion. 

4.5 Measuring Impact Qualitatively 

It is quite common for research impact to become apparent only after the research 

process has yielded the outcomes envisaged by the research when they first started 

the project. Outcomes are not always necessarily quantifiable, but may be more 

readily demonstrated through qualitative descriptions. Means of addressing impact 

through qualitative measures are described in the following section.  

4.5.1 Narratives from Case Studies 

It is common to use narratives to describe research impact, as qualitative 

information unfolds the story in context and, therefore, allows for describing 

outcomes in greater detail. As stated by Penfield, Baker, Scoble and Wykes (2014), 

narratives are often written with a stakeholder in mind and therefore, present 

a view of impact from a specific perspective. Thus, when written coherently and 
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descriptively, narratives are more likely to be convincing. It is possible that when 

narratives are used together with metrics a more complete picture of impact can be 

developed, especially related to specific perspectives and featuring specific 

relevant evidence to corroborate the claims made. On the downside, however, there 

is a risk in relying too much on narratives to assess impact, since to some readers 

these accounts may seem to lack the empirical evidence required to judge whether 

the research and impact have been linked appropriately. Researchers must come to 

understand the art of writing captivating narratives that also demonstrate clear 

evidence to substantiate their assertions. 

4.5.2 Using Surveys and Testimonies 

Testimonials from stakeholders can go a long way in providing convincing 

descriptions of impact. This can be accomplished through the support of 

stakeholders, who are able to provide in-depth descriptions of research outcomes 

that have had a particular effect on them. Testimonials such as these from 

individuals directed affected by a project can be a convincing means for 

establishing its credibility. Additionally, surveys that are undertaken for the 

purpose of gathering information on impact can be used to further establish 

credible impact descriptions. Such means of information collection can describe 

the support for and the development of research in cooperation with end users to 

increase public engagement and enhance evidence of knowledge exchange; or 

surveys can simply demonstrate a significant change in public opinion as a result 

of research. Nevertheless, collecting this type of evidence is time-consuming and 

can be difficult, e.g. gathering the required evidence retrospectively can be 

problematic when user groups are no longer intact or available. It is essential that 

such data is recorded and systematically logged in a timely way to enable the path 

from research to impact to be established, retrieved and communicated efficiently. 

4.5.3 Non-Academic Citations and Documents  

Apart from citations made within academia, non-academic mentions, recognitions 

and certifications can in fact directly or indirectly affect the perception of specific 

research outcomes. These sources may bring insights that can be documented and 

used as evidence to demonstrate the use of research findings in developing new 

ideas and products. This might include the citation of a piece of research in policy 
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documents, or a reference to a piece of research being cited within the media 

(Penfield et al, 2014). A collation of several indicators of impacts may be sufficient 

to prove that there has been impact. Media coverage can be a useful means of 

disseminating research outcomes and ideas, especially when considered alongside 

other evidence as an indicator of impact. In today’s digital era, the development of 

altmetrics (or alternative metrics) can provide innovative deeper understandings of 

how the research is being used, viewed, and pushed forward in practical ways. The 

transfer of information electronically can be traced and reviewed to provide data 

on where and to whom the research findings are of benefit. As digital 

communication avenues and technologies continue to develop, the types of 

information transfers which will become available will certainly further enhance 

the conceptualization and description of research impact, i.e. beyond mere 

bibliometrics.   

4.5.4 Knowledge Transfer and Long-Term Cooperation 

All types of cooperation should lead to the creation and development of networks 

among individuals and groups working at universities and business organisations. 

As networks are important for knowledge transfer, especially of tacit knowledge, 

the measurement of university-industry cooperation should also incorporate 

indicators relating to the establishment of networks and means of knowledge 

transfer. Castro-Martinez et al. (2009) propose that structured seminar and course 

participation feedback, which can be generated through survey data, are potential 

sources of information on networking and informal contacts. Additionally, to 

measure the performance of different knowledge transfer activities, organizations 

may use a variety of metrics, integrating both quantitative and qualitative data. 

Although collected data is commonly quantitative, some organizations are moving 

towards more abstract, subjective measures such as case studies. Jensen et al. 

(2009) support both quantitative and qualitative metrics for measuring the extent 

of knowledge transfer activities between universities and industry. In interfaces 

between these two communities that create unique new ecosystems of knowledge 

creation, transfer and application, research impact results can be both more readily 

apparent and effectively measured. 

In determining impact, the university-industry linkages can also be seen in terms 

of the macro-effects of collaboration. In this regard, impact can be seen in increases 

in indicators such as GDP per capita; total factor productivity; number and share 

of high growth enterprises; knowledge intensity regarding production; the success 
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of spin-off companies; productivity growth; turnover and export growth facilitated 

by new inventions; the net increase of jobs, i.e. employment growth; the 

recruitment of graduates; as well as science index citations, just to name a few of 

the possibilities (Seppo & Lilles, 2012). Although it is easier to use input and 

output indicators for measuring university-industry cooperation, the focus should 

be on the economic impact of the collaboration as well as on relationship-based 

indicators, the latter of which are more reflective of the benefits for the partnership 

or linkage institutions. 

4.6 The Building of Research Capacity  

Invented by amateur chemist and hairdresser Maurice Ward in the 1980s, Starlite 

is a material that can withstand heat increases and can be used as an insulator from 

extreme heat of thousands of degrees Celsius. Starlite was tested and successfully 

proven to be effective by the UK Ministry of Defence as well as the US National 

Agency Aeronautics and Space Administration. Unfortunately Maurice Ward 

failed to reach any agreement with any government body or private company to 

develop Starlite into the extremely useful material it had the potential to become. 

Maurice Ward died in 2011 before he could pass on the formula of Starlite to 

anyone, thus a substance that could have been used in thousands of applications to 

benefit mankind was lost forever.4 

Research should not stop with the researcher, but it should be passed on to 

succeeding generations to be applied in practical ways, e.g. in the form of further 

work by research students. Thus the measurement of research impact should 

include a metric of this practical by-product of scientific investigations, one which 

also measures this contribution to human capital building. Researchers must be 

able to train and produce more researchers to continue in their research and to 

advance and improve upon their mentors’ discoveries. This would ensure that any 

research output would lead to continuous improvement and innovation which 

would have positive impact on the society. Currently, many research assessment 

agencies with established frameworks like the REF in the United Kingdom and the 

Australia Research Council in Australia do not take into consideration mentorship 

                                                 

 

4 https://medium.com/@atellani/starlite-the-material-that-could-have-changed-the-world-and-

the-war-ad19773771d6 
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or postgraduate programmes when measuring research impact. In Malaysia, 

however, the Malaysia Research Assessment Instrument (MyRA) developed by 

the Ministry of Higher Education includes postgraduate programmes as one of the 

important components in assessing research impact. MyRA measures the quantity 

and the quality of postgraduates as a part of research impact from eight 

perspectives. 

1. Number of PhDs degrees awarded 

2. Number of master’s degrees awarded 

3. Number of PhDs currently enrolled  

4. Postgraduate enrolment 

5. Number of international postgraduates 

6. Entry qualification level of postgraduates 

7. Total number of fellowships/grants awarded by prestigious institutions 

to Postgraduates via research mode 

8. Post-doctoral appointments 

4.6.1 Measuring the Building of Research Capacity  

The first measurement indicator used is the percentage of faculty members who 

are actively engaged and directly involved in producing research output. This 

indicates the research capacity and capability of an institution. To create a generic 

research assessment system such as SAIQoR focused on the actual impact, only 

the number of research outputs generated by postgraduate students is measured. 

Specifically, SAIQoR measures the percentage of and also the number of 

postgraduate students who graduate within the stipulated time period.  

The second measure aims to measure the building of research capacity in terms of 

the number of research outputs produced by undergraduate students, which can 

take the form of theses, independent studies or any other form of research output 

including, e.g. theoretical, scientific, engineering outputs as well as design, artistic 

or other production- or performance-oriented outputs. The third measurement of 

the research capacity building is that of the number and percentage of postgraduate 

students at the master’s and PhD level graduated within the stipulated time period 

in the year of assessment (or the previous one). This provides an indication of how 

many researchers have completed their research training and are able to carry out 
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their own research independently. The total number of doctoral degrees granted 

includes both local and international PhDs. 

In summary, the quantity of research outputs from undergraduate and postgraduate 

programmes serves as a good indicator of the impact of the research on the capacity 

building of a higher learning institution. Excellent research attracts a wider and 

more qualified pool of postgraduate students along with local and international 

post-doctoral fellows, all with the result of producing both a larger number and 

better quality of research outputs. 
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APPENDIX 1 

EXISTING SYSTEMS FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF RESEARCH 

PERFORMANCE AND IMPACT AT REPESEA PARTNER 

UNIVERSITIES  

Wide variations regarding the evaluation of the research performance exist across 

all REPESEA partner and programme country institutions, with all involved in the 

project having specific assessment systems for both institutions and individuals. 

The following text describes a number of lessons that we have learnt from 

programme and partner universities based on our earlier framework of 

investigating a) research input (sources of funding to conduct research, b) research 

output (publications, citations etc.), c) other related contextual practices.  

Overall, most consortium members rely on their national evaluation systems in 

assessing and improving the excellence in research of individual researchers and 

institutions. National evaluation systems in the UK, France, Slovakia and Malaysia 

are involves, with the institutions represented respectively by the University of 

Bath (UK), Clermont Auvergne University (France), the University of Economics 

at Bratislava, and Matej Bel University (Slovakia), as well as Universiti Teknologi 

Malaysia, and Universiti Teknologi MARA (Malaysia). Each member of the 

system has strengths in both quantitative and qualitative aspects. In addition, the 

national evaluation systems also depict a clear link between the research input and 

the research output, including feedback loops leading back to various new inputs. 

Public funds vested in research are expected to generate not only citation impact, 

but also social impact. 

In terms of research input (i.e. sources of funding to perform research projects), 

the programme country universities depend on both national (country-based), 

regional (e.g. EU) and international grants. Based on the mapping of current 

practices, we found that in some specific contexts, the awarding of grants and other 

funding is also based on the achievement of publications in high-ranked journals.  

The demands for more funds to support blue-sky research may not be as high as 

for translational research in the context of SEA. Stakeholders of the governments 

in the SEA region look for benefits for the society in research funding, while 

simultaneously demand of researchers that they also be salient in international 
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journals, conferences and linkages. In the cases of Indonesia and Thailand, 

research funding by government agencies and industry is increasing, while 

Malaysia is currently showing a downward trend. 

In terms of research output, the paramount lesson we gained from this mapping 

exercise is that Poland, France and the UK function well with their own journal 

rankings. In particular regard to partner countries, since 2001 Thailand has used 

its TCI (Thai-journal citation index) as a pathway to enhance the visibility of its 

local and national research findings. Malaysia, on the other hand, ‘pegs’ on other 

well-developed nations’ journal rankings. Currently, MyCite (Malaysian Citation 

Centre) functions only to control the bibliographic and citation information of 

Malaysian journals, and Malaysia has yet to build its own national journal ranking 

system which also encompasses international contributions. This is also the case 

for Indonesia. The practice of having a national journal ranking such as those in 

some of the programme countries is probably a goal which SEA universities may 

want to strive for, as this reflects a country’s institutional confidence in 

determining its own academic destiny, while staying aligned with the national or 

regional (ASEAN) growth focus. Along with the lack of a national journal ranking 

system in many SEA countries, there is also a lack of standards and clarity in 

defining how researchers in the social sciences, arts and other humanities 

specialities should be evaluated. This uncertainty frequently leads to the 

assessment of research groups in these areas employing the exact same standards 

and procedures as used by their engineering and natural science peers, i.e. methods 

which often present inaccurate or underestimated results concerning impact, thus 

are often unsuitable or even unfair to non-science researchers. Appendix 1 below 

depicts the mapping in terms of the summary of the current practices of measuring 

research at REPESEA partner and programme country institutions. The detailed 

descriptions of research evaluation practices at programme and partner countries 

are appended in Appendix 2. 
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APPENDIX 2 

MAPPING OF THE CURRENT PRACTICES OF 

MEASUREMENT OF RESEARCH AT REPESEA PARTNER 

AND PROGRAMME INSTITUTIONS.  
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KINGDOM 

Assessing and Maximising Research Impact 
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Assessing and Improving Research Performance at South East Asian Universities 

I would like to acknowledge the helpful comments given by members of the 

REPESEA Methodological Workshop at Matej Bel University, 6-8 September 

2017, particularly feedback from Marcel-Cristian Voia and Ayu Krishna 

Yuliawati. 

Introduction 

In this paper, we analyse the problems and practices of assessing research impact. 

This includes traditional measures based on citations and also newer approaches 

to assessing the impact of research on the economy and society as a whole. With 

respect to the former we discuss how to write a paper to maximise citations. With 

respect to the latter we first define an ideal measure of impact and then compare 

this with how research impact is done in the UK within the context of the Research 

Excellence Framework (REF). Finally, we briefly discuss the methods the 

University of Bath is employing to enhance the research impact of individual 

academics.   

Journal Rankings 

Fifty years ago there were relatively few economics journals, and the discipline 

was not so wide that an economist might be able to be at least passingly familiar 

with all of it. Today the discipline is much more disparate. Thus when decisions 

on promotion or hiring need to be made some heuristic is useful which provides 
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information on the quality of the publications.  Journal rankings, which are used 

not just to rank individuals but also departments, are one such heuristic and have 

become an integral part of academic life. Thus when this heuristic is used we tend 

to evaluate an individual or a department on the basis of the perceived quality of 

their best publications, i.e. on the basis of where they were published. The 

justification for this judgement is that a paper in a 4* journal is much more likely 

to make an impact than one in a 2* journal.  Such rankings are particularly useful 

in evaluating recent papers which will have received relatively few citations. For 

many in the profession, however, where a paper is published remains the most 

important consideration, and more important than the number of citations, even in 

the long run. 

Much more so than other disciplines, in economics and business there are several 

such lists ranking journals. They can be putatively objective i.e. done on the basis 

of some metric, or subjective, where to an extent someone is making a judgement. 

One of the most meticulous and extensive lists was that undertaken by the 

Australian Research Council (ARC), a list which is also used in some departments 

both in the UK and elsewhere. This ranks journals across the disciplines. In the 

UK ‘the Keele list’ was also widely used for many years. The Association of 

Business Schools (ABS) ranks journals across the business spectrum including 

economics. It does this from a business perspective, which may not always 

coincide with how an economist would perceive the journal. But the latest version 

has links with the earlier Keele list and is in many ways better than earlier versions 

of the ABS list. All of these rankings allocate journals into one of four tiers. There 

are also other lists, many of which are based more on metrics and considerable 

effort has been expended on deriving ‘the best metric’. 

In an earlier paper (Hudson, 2013), we evaluated several widely used metrics to 

determine how well they predict or mirror the economist’s views, as reflected in 

the subjective rankings. Specifically, we were interested in the extent to which a 

single metric was adequate, or whether multiple metrics are needed to reflect the 

subjective rankings. Apart from several bibliometric measures, we also included 

factors such as the subject orientation, the age of the journal, and the extent to 

which it was focused on the economics discipline. We then produced rankings, 

based partly on metrics which reflected the economist’s values, but with a large 

degree of the subjectivity removed.  

Thus the methodology we followed was to take a specific subjective list, e.g. the 

ABS, the ARC or the Keele one, and to regress its rankings of journals (Ri) on 

bibliometric measures such as impact and other factors such as the age of the 

journal and a dummy variable reflecting whether it was a theory journal.  
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Ri = β0 + β1Impacti +  β2Agei  + β3Theoryi + εi      

 (1) 

The above is a simplified version of the regression. In reality we included more 

metrics and non-metric factors, e.g. the extent to which the journal was focused on 

economics and whether an econometrics journal. εi is a random element reflecting 

bias or subjectivity in the ranking. We remove this random element by calculating: 

Rp
i  = β0 + β1Impacti +  β2Agei  + β3Theoryi     

  (2) 

Rp
i is the predicted ranking of the journal based on its impact, age and whether it 

features  theory. This is the ranking we use, one which is based solely on objective 

measures it is not subject to any bias. Of course more variables than the three 

mentioned above are used to predict impact, but this is the general idea behind the 

methodology. 

We can then categorise journals as 4*, 3* etc. depending on whether Rp
i is above 

or below some critical values.  Yet as with all such exercises, this leaves open the 

possibility that journals which are actually producing very similar results are 

allocated to different tiers. This becomes particularly problematic when using 

ranked journal quality to assess the long-term impact of an individual and her / his 

papers. To say to that the writer cannot be promoted because her / his paper has 

not been published in a 3* journal seems harsh if the journal of publication is very 

close to being a 3* journal, keeping in mind that the very existence of a journal 

ranking system is to evaluate probable long-term impact via citations. Thus we 

suggested ranking some journals ‘unambiguously’ into a tier, e.g. a ‘definite 4*’.  

Others may then be viewed as ‘probably’ in a given tier or ‘possibly’ so. If then 

our applicant for promotion has a paper which is in a journal ranked in one of the 

two latter categories, then the situation should best be examined more closely by 

the evaluator. 

Below in Table 1, we have the rankings of the top journals. This is done firstly 

based on a regression as in (1), where Ri is from the Keele list. The other rankings 

stem from when the ARC and ABS rankings were used, with results from ABS 

shown from both 2009 and 2010. The ESA list relates to an initial list produced in 

Australia for the ARC.  
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The full list can be found at http://staff.bath.ac.uk/hssjrh/Journal Ranking.xls. 

 

Examining Research Productivity in the UK 

The UK has probably progressed further along the line of evaluating research 

productivity than any other country. The UK’s 2014 research Excellence 

Table 1: Listing of 4* papers, probable and possible 4* papers  

 Keele Prob. ESA Predict- Prob ARC  ABS:   Adjusted 

  Keele  ESA ESA  ’10  ’09 

 Keele   

4s          

American Economic Review 4 0.973 4 4 0.999 4 4 4 4 

Journal of Economic Theory 4 0.97 4 4 0.946 4 4 4 34 

Quarterly Journal of Economics 4 0.958 4 4 0.997 4 4 4 4 

Journal of Political Economy 4 0.934 4 4 0.985 4 4 4 4 

Journal of Finance 4 0.928 3 4 0.997 4 4 4 4 

Econometrica 4 0.927 4 4 0.986 4 4 4 4 

Review of Economic Studies 4 0.895 4 4 0.953 4 4 4 4 

Games and Economic Behavior 4 0.84 4 4 0.81 4 4 4 3 

Journal of Financial Economics 3 0.824 4 4 0.982 4 4 4 4 

Review of Economics and Statistics 4 0.811 4 4 0.962 4 4 4 4 

Review of Financial Studies 3 0.787 4 4 0.936 4 4 4 4 

Econometric Theory 3 0.702 4 43 0.647 4 3 3 3 

Economic Theory 3 0.693 4 43 0.559 4 3 3 3 

Economic Journal 3 0.678 4 4 0.919 4 4 4 43 

Journal of Economic Literature 4 0.665 4 4 0.943 4 4 4 4 

Probable 4s          

Journal of Economic Perspectives 4 0.586 4 4 0.95 4 4 4 43 

Journal of Econometrics 4 0.578 4 4 0.914 4 4 4 43 

Journal of Monetary Economics 4 0.53 4 4 0.856 4 4 4 43 

Possible 4s          

J. of the American Statistical Association 4 0.499 4 4 0.907 4 4 4 34 

Journal of International Economics 3 0.471 4 4 0.848 4 3 3 34 

International Journal of Game Theory 3 0.466 3 34 0.362 2 . . 32 

Journal of Public Economics 3 0.425 4 4 0.775 4 3 3 34 

Journal of Labor Economics 3 0.423 4 4 0.795 4 3 3 34 

RAND Journal of Economics 3 0.414 4 4 0.791 4 3 3 34 

http://staff.bath.ac.uk/hssjrh/Journal%20Ranking.xls
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Framework (REF)5 was the latest in a series of exercises seeking to evaluate the 

quality of research done in UK universities, in this case across 36 subject areas – 

termed units of assessment (UoAs). The UoAs included physics, chemistry, 

mathematics, economics, music and sociology. This continues a series of such 

exercises which began in the 1980s. The next REF is scheduled for 2021. An 

innovation in REF2014 was the provision for evaluating the impact of academic 

research. The broad definition of research impact was ‘an effect on, change or 

benefit to, the economy, society, culture, public policy or services, health, the 

environment or quality of life’ (REF rules). Through the use of a small number of 

case studies, submitting institutions were required to illustrate the impact of their 

research, and thus to establish that this research had made a demonstrable 

difference in terms of economic, social and cultural impact. 

Universities could choose which academics and which subjects to enter the REF 

in 2014. Each selected academic was allowed, and expected, to submit four papers. 

In economics there were 2600 individual pieces of work submitted, with each entry 

to a UoA evaluated by a sub-panel working within the framework of 4 main panels 

– A-D. Panel C related to the social sciences and included an economics sub-panel. 

The main emphasis was on the quality of academic research contributions, 

primarily journal articles and books. These were considered individually and then 

ranked by sub-panel members. Each submission was also accompanied by the 

impact case studies. A research environment statement was also submitted and 

evaluated, with the overall score a weighted average of these three components, 

i.e. quality, impact and environment. 

The sub-panels comprised about eight people, generally academics from different 

universities, whose job it was to assess each submission. Each publication 

submitted to the REF had to be given a ranking of between 1 and 4 (the highest). 

Informally we were told by panel members that they could not fully read each 

paper, and formally the panel members indicated that they do not use lists. The 

question then arises as to how they evaluated the papers they did not read. It seems 

probable that the panel members did in fact use some form of list, even if the list 

was formed subjectively and informally only in their own mind, but this obviously 

opens up the way for inconsistency. If available, the panel members might also 

have used citations, though for a new paper these would have been of limited use.  

                                                 

 

5 http://www.ref.ac.uk/2014/ 

 

http://www.ref.ac.uk/2014/
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Preparations for REF 2021 are already under way. There have been some changes 

following a review by a committee led by Lord Stern6. Now all academics on 

a research contract will have to be submitted, which effectively also means less 

flexibility on which disciplines to submit. Each academic will have to submit 

between one and five papers, with the submission having to submit a specific 

number based on the number of submitted academics. The impact case studies will 

receive a slightly greater weight in the overall grading than in 2014, and there will 

be greater emphasis on interdisciplinary work and also more reliance on 

bibliometrics, although with respect to the latter it is not clear how. The REF is 

enormously important to universities, and an entry judged as inferior or lacking 

may mean that the respective department will be closed down.  

Maximising Citations 

We analysed the data for REF2014 in terms of the titles of the journal papers 

submitted (Hudson, 2016). Table 2 summarises some of the data, which relates to 

the average length, in characters, of the title, the average number of citations, the 

percentage of papers which use a colon and a question mark, the percentage of 

REF submissions which were journal papers as well as the average word length. 

This information has been obtained for each academic discipline along with the 

average number of authors. It is noticeable that economics is more parsimonious 

in its title length than other disciplines, apart from philosophy. Economics titles 

also tend to use question marks and colons more than those of the pure and applied 

sciences, but less than the other social sciences and the arts and humanities.  

                                                 

 

6 https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/541338/ind-16-

9-ref-stern-review.pdf 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/541338/ind-16-9-ref-stern-review.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/541338/ind-16-9-ref-stern-review.pdf
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The different working patterns of academics as reflected in their journal titles is 

interesting, but are there any implications? The answer is yes. The results of 

regressing citations, where available, on these title characteristics are shown in 

table 3. Citations tend to increase with the number of authors and the use of a colon 

in the title, and they decline with title length. The answer as to why these results 

were obtained lies in the purpose of a title, which is there to both attract a reader’s 

attention and to convey information. The longer a title is, the more difficult it is to 

absorb information, although intuitively the title can also be too short. The use of 

a colon helps split the title, with the first part to attract attention and the second to 

provide information, thus achieving both the purposes of the title. The more 

authors there are, the more chances there are for self-citations, or publicising the 

paper. On the other hand, it is not impossible that paper quality increases with 

author numbers, at least to a certain extent. 

 

 

Table 2.  Characteristics of journal paper titles in the UK REF. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

  Length citat-  colon ? Papers Word   

   ions  % % % length  
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Health Sciences (A) 103 11  24.09 2.843 99.52 7.65  

Public Health  112 12  58.12 6.278 99.64 7.40  

Sciences (B)  89 12  17.25 1.391 99.03 7.78  

Physics  77 17  14.73 1.522 99.05 7.50  

Maths & Computing 69 4  13.61 0.84 86.97 7.76  

Social Sciences (C) 85 5  54.29 12.40 80.07 7.33  

Economics  64 2  30.41 9.35 91.79 7.47  

Arts & humanities (D) 78 12  62.10 7.48 38.88 7.05  

Philosophy  46 na  23.31 9.07 61.67 7.44  
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Notes: Columns: (i) median character length of title, (ii) median citations, (iii) % using a colon, (iv) % using 
question mark, (v) % of submissions that are journal papers, (vi) median word length, Health sciences exclude 
public health, sciences exclude physics, maths and computing, social sciences exclude economics and arts & 
humanities exclude philosophy. Source: calculated from data on journal papers in the REF.  
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Notes: The coefficients, t statistics in (.) and F statistic on number of citations in 

a Tobit regression with a lower bound of zero.  **/* denotes significance at the 

1%/5% levels. Standard errors corrected for heteroscedasticty 

 

This discussion should alert us to the need to think carefully about each and every 

aspect of a paper. We write to influence other researchers, policy makers and the 

general public, thus we should want to maximise that impact. Apart from 

considering the title, the use of key words and the context of the abstract are also 

important, as both will be picked up by web search engines. The abstract should 

reiterate key words from the title, and use common phrases from your field to 

Table 6 Regressions on citations      

__________________________________________________________________________ 
 number colon question title F  Observations 

 of authors  mark length 

__________________________________________________________________________ 
Panel A 

Clinical Medicine 30.923
**

 10.833
**

 -15.892
**

 -27.438
**

   

 (13.13) (6.29) (3.74) (10.00) 101.92 11945 

Public Health 30.955
**

 0.689 -11.045
**

 -22.551
**

   

 (10.90) (0.28) (3.26) (5.48) 35.75 4262 

Allied Health 14.294
**

 -0.552 -3.939
**

 -7.421
**

   

 (9.44) (0.78) (3.28) (5.69) 69.63 9404 

Psychology 22.175
**

 1.655 -0.754 -8.346
**

   

 (11.20) (1.59) (0.42) (4.87) 95.98 7984 

Biological Sci 21.873
**

 8.066
**

 -3.432 -29.908
**

   

 (10.21) (2.64) (0.99) (11.06) 81.12 7869 

Agriculture 17.813
**

 3.329
*
 -5.025 -6.788

**
   

 (5.75) (2.51) (1.91) (4.17) 24.49 3677 

 number colon question title F  Observations 

 of authors  mark length 

__________________________________________________________________________ 
Panel B 

Earth Sys 15.861
**

 0.189 -5.169 -18.051
**

   

 (5.26) (0.14) (1.85) (7.18) 43.82 4700 

Chemistry 8.921
**

 -1.786 -3.740 -5.709
**

   

 (3.42) (1.42) (1.10) (3.47) 73.18 4352 

Physics 7.442
**

 17.035
**

 -5.843 -17.821
**

   

 (7.04) (2.80) (1.26) (6.55) 27.62 5538 

Comp Sci 10.037
**

 2.044 -2.206 -1.963   

 (6.69) (1.63) (0.88) (1.34) 33.22 5158 

Panel C 

Geography 19.387
*
 -2.789 0.895 -14.071

*
   

 (2.19) (0.67) (0.15) (2.44) 2.137 46 

Economics 5.321
**

 2.739
**

 2.024 -4.174
**

   

 (5.20) (3.15) (1.49) (3.28) 22.05 1988 

All panels 0.505
**

 0.106
**

 -0.169
**

 -0.452
**

   143.09 

 (24.04) (5.00) (4.78) (16.19)   62,235 

__________________________________________________________________________ 
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connect with other researchers interested in this topic. i.e. the abstract is where you 

sell the title. On search engines many people read the abstract but never download 

the paper. Use the abstract to sell your paper. Use the title to sell the paper. Also 

use text with the web and web search engines in mind. There is also research to 

suggest that the more references there are, the greater will be the number of 

citations. This is because the researchers you cite will pick up on the fact the they 

have been cited, which can lead to a positive feedback loop of mutual citation if 

they are working in a similar field. Once the paper is published, continue to sell it. 

You can do this via social media, by publishing a blog, or by writing an article for 

a newspaper or popular magazine. 

Non-academic impact 

This section is based on Khazragui and Hudson (2014). We saw earlier that the 

UK’s REF was emphasising academic impact as well as publications, a process 

which may well spread to other countries. But in any case we should as academics 

want our work to have impact, i.e. want our work to improve the world. An 

economic impact exists when it affects the welfare of consumers, the profits of 

firms or the revenue of government(s). The counterfactual is a critical concept, 

although is often very difficult, if not impossible, to calculate, i.e. first, determining 

what the scenario would have been if the research did not exist, then subtracting 

that from the present situation to determine research impact.  

The scope of economic impact ranges from those aspects easily quantifiable, in 

terms of greater wealth, cheaper prices and more revenue, to those less easily 

quantifiable in monetary terms, such as the effects on public health, the 

environment, or the quality of life. The REF panel guidelines offered examples of 

impact. Those which related to the sciences, specified impacts ‘that have provided 

benefits to one or more areas of culture, the economy, the environment, health, 

public policy and services, quality of life, or society, whether locally, regionally, 

nationally or internationally’. Specific examples were given which included: 

(i) a spin-out business, (ii) informing policy decisions or changes to legislation, 

regulations or guidelines, (iii) informing the awareness, attitudes or understanding 

of the public, (iv) a new drug, treatment or therapy that has been developed, trialled 

with patients, or adopted, (v) improving the quality of life in a developed or 

developing country by new products or processes and (vi) changing the 

management of an environmental risk or hazard.  

The Guidelines emphasised that all types of impact would be considered equitably 

in terms of the assessment of the ‘reach’ and ‘significance’ achieved, and that there 
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is no spatial discounting. Thus all research impact counted equally, and improving 

lives in the UK counted the same as improving lives in other countries. This is in 

the best of academic traditions of course, but given that the whole exercise is driven 

by the need to justify UK taxpayers’ expenditure, one wonders if it is appropriate. 

Should countries more greatly value research which benefits its own citizens and 

firms over others? Equally, should a higher priority be given to improving the 

conditions of people in poor developing countries over rich developed ones?   

Nevertheless, the bottom line is that it is important that academic work has 

a positive impact outside academia, which is something that we all as universities, 

departments and individuals should be seeking to achieve and, having achieved it, 

advertise the fact.  

Supporting and Evaluating Academics in UK Universities 

Most, if not all UK universities, have a period of probation for new academics, that 

is academics who have not previously taught at another university. This is often 

three years but can be extended. Academics are required to complete a course in 

which they are taught how to teach and how to do research. Not everyone gets 

through probation. Frequently some form of conditions has to be met, fulfilling 

minimum publishing targets such as one or two three * publications – difficult 

enough for a normal academic in a three-year period. Grants too have to have been 

at least applied for, if not secured. Given too that in the sciences the number of 

authors on a journal paper is typically much greater than in some of the social 

sciences such as economics, it seems unfair to have the same criteria across 

different disciplines. 

In terms of helping researchers, the University of Bath has a dedicated Research 

and Innovation department. Figures 1 to 3 below show some of the help that is 

available as shown on our web pages. 
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Figure 1: University of Bath Research Web Page 
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Figure 2: University of Bath Tips for Impact Web Page 

 

 

Figure 3: University of Bath Events Web Page 
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Achieving Excellence 

There is no closely guarded secret to achieving academic success. In economics, 

write an innovative paper with interesting and relevant conclusions and publish in 

a top journal. Then go out and advertise the paper in conferences, social media, 

etc. I sometimes hear such advice and think, I already know this, but getting into 

top journals is not easy. Getting into any journal is not easy. For economics, rightly 

or wrongly, technique is critical. Either mathematical technique or econometric 

technique. If you go down the former road learn Mathematica and Matlab, and 

read one paper from the Journal of Economic Theory or the Review of Economic 

Studies every three months or so and then write papers in a similar manner. If you 

choose the econometric route, get STATA or EVIEWS, or perhaps R. 

Become adept in the use of your chosen techniques. But don’t just use a technique 

everyone else is using, look at some new innovative technique from Econometrica 

or the Review of Economics and Statistics. Think too about looking at maths or 

statistics journals and going to maths or statistics seminars. This sounds like a lot 

of work, but having mastered some technique you can then use that for perhaps 

a decade, before it becomes dated. Never forget, however, that technique should 

always be a means to an end, which is to analyse some economic or social problem. 

The means, the quantitative sophistication which is the hallmark of the economist, 

is the most sophisticated analysis that can be done. But at the end of the day, you 

should be able to say in words, this is what my paper has contributed to human 

knowledge. 
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APPENDIX 2.2 

CURRENT PRACTICES OF RESEARCH EVALUATION 

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CLERMONT AUVERGNE, FRANCE 

# Assessment Criteria  Description of Impact and Quality 

1. Research Input 

(includes funding, 

grants, financial/in-

kind supports) 

- grants are mostly given at national level (France) 

- the University Clermont Auvergne also awards some projects 

directly; in this case, the evaluation is based mostly on 

research output 

- at the department level (faculty and research department), 

funding for conferences is given if the paper is to be 

presented at a conference pre-defined (exceptions are 

sometimes authorized, if justified by other goals; for 

example: joint collaboration, including organizing 

conferences) 

- funding is given sometimes for proofreading and submission 

by the research department 

2. Research Output 

(include 

publications) 

- publications: national (French) list of journals 

- conferences: pre-defined list (exceptions are possible) 

3. Others 

(based on contexts, 

institutions might 

have specific 

assessment criteria 

that is in addition to 

#1 and #2). 

- according to the presented paper, the University Clermont 

Auvergne follows the national evaluation system 

- this is based on: research, teaching, and administrative 

activities (as explained in the document) 
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APPENDIX 2.3 

CURRENT PRACTICES OF EVALUATION AT THE WARSAW 

SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS, POLAND 

# Assessment 

Criteria  

Description on Impact and Quality 

1. Research Input 

(includes funding, 

grants, financial/in-

kind supports) 

• scientific grants for academic employees at the Warsaw 

School of Economics who demonstrate the implementation of 

different types of research achievements, e.g.: 

- financial resources gained as a result of implemented 

projects – participation in a research team which received 

a high amount of external financing during one calendar 

year 

- acting as the manager of the research project financing for 

SGH in an external competition 

• when distributing grants, leadership or participation in foreign 

research projects is valued most, especially EU funded 

projects; as well as leadership or participation in grants 

funded by the Polish National Science Centre. 

2. Research Output 

(include 

publications) 

• publications:  

- monographs, particularly ‘excellent monographs’, 

especially those published by recognized publishers such 

as Springer or Routledge 

- Chapters in monographs, ‘excellent monographs’ 

- Publications in scientific journals. SGH’s Rector grants 

financial awards to authors of publications on A journal 

list, according to Polish ranking of scientific journals 

called the Polish Journal Ranking, which is prepared 

annually by the Specialist Team for the Evaluation of 

Scientific Journals. The ranking consists of following sub-

lists: 

✓ The A list (more than 11,000 journals), which includes 

journals with Impact Factor, listed in the Journal 

Citation Reports (JCR) 

✓ The B list (more than 2,000 journals), which consists of 

Polish journals. There are 13 criteria, out of which 12 

are formal (like the number of authors and reviewers 

from foreign institutions, the number of articles per 

year) and one is bibliometric (the predicted impact 

factor). 

✓ The C list (more than 4,000 journals): only journals 

indexed in the European Reference Index for the 
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Humanities (ERIH). These could be the National 

category, International 2 category, and International 1 

category. 

• There is financial compensation for the practical (material) 

effects of scientific and artistic research, taking into account 

such elements as financial resources gained as a result of 

implemented projects, or the funds earned from the 

commercialization of the results of R&D activity, like: 

expertise and scientific studies designed to entities other than 

the assessed research unit. 

3. Others 

(based on contexts, 

institutions might 

have specific 

assessment criteria 

that is in addition 

to #1 and #2). 

• Practical work for business sector 

• Carrying out of reviews 

• Supervision of PhD students 

• Membership in scientific journals editorial boards 

• Participation in conferences, especially foreign/international 

ones 

• Organization or co-organization international of conferences 

(symposia, congresses, workshops) 

• Study trips, fellowships at foreign institutions, teaching trips, 

academic training 

• Participation in projects carried out at external institutions 

• Running own blog or own website 

• Having a profile and posting publications at Academia.com or 

Research Gate or other repositories 

• Maintaining a profile and posting publications on 

www.ssrn.com 

 

  

http://www.ssrn.com/
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APPENDIX 2.4 

CURRENT PRACTICES OF RESEARCH EVALUATION AT 

UNIVERSITY OF ECONOMICS AT BRATISLAVA (UEBA), 

SLOVAKIA  

EUBA System of Research Assessment of Individuals 

a) Publication activity 

For a period of 2 calendar years, an employee must earn at least 240 points if in the position 

of a professor, at least 220 points if in the position of a professor extraordinaire, at least 220 

points if in the position of an associate professor, at least 200 points if in the position of 

associate professor, and at least 150 points if in the position of assistant professor. The 

number of points has to be earned at least in 50% cumulatively for publications in categories 

A1, A2 and B, and maximum of 50% of specified points can be earned in category C. 

Category of 

publication 

Content category of publishing activity by 

‘Decree of the Ministry of Education, 

Research and Sports no. 456/2012 Z.z.’  

Points Note 

A1 

Monographs 

Foreign - scientific monographs (AAA) 100  

Foreign - studies and chapters in scientific 

monographs (ABA, ABC) 
50  

Domestic - scientific monographs (AAB) 50  

Domestic - studies and chapters in scientific 

monographs (ABB, ABD) 
17  

A2 

Other book publications 

Foreign - university textbooks (ACA) 60  

Professional - Book Publications (BAA), art 

monographs / translations (CAA) 
40  

Domestic - university textbooks (ACB) 40  

Domestic - Book Publications (BAB), art 

monographs / translations (CAB) 
35  
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Domestic - Textbooks for secondary and 

elementary schools (BCB), professional 

translation of publications (EAJ) 

30  

Others – Study texts (BCI), Review 

work(EAI) 
35  

B 

Papers published in journals registered in Current Contents Database 

(CCC), journals 

registered in the Web of Science (WoS), SCOPUS; patent applications 

Foreign – scientific papers 

CCC/WoS/SCOPUS (ADC, ADM) – if at 

least 0,4 

100  

Foreign - – scientific paper 

CCC/WoS/SCOPUS (ADC, ADM) – if less 

than 0,4                                                                                         

75  

Foreign – professional paper CCC (BDC) 30  

Domestic - scientific paper 

CCC/WoS/SCOPUS (ADD, ADN) – if at 

least 0,4  

65  

Domestic - scientific paper 

CCC/WoS/SCOPUS (ADD, ADN) - if  less 

than 0,4 

50  

Domestic – professional paper CCC (BDD) 20  

Foreign - Abstracts of scientific works 

CCC / WoS / SCOPUS; artworks and 

translations of CCC (AEG, AEM, CDC) 

10  

Domestic - Abstracts of scientific works 

CCC/ WoS / SCOPUS; artworks and 

translations of CCC               

(AEH, AEN, CDD, AGJ) 

8  

 

Scientific papers in other journals/peer-reviewed volumes of 

proceedings/peer-reviewed scientific monographs 

Foreign- scientific papers in other journals 

(ADE) 

24  

Foreign- scientific papers in reviewed 

scientific proceedings, monographs (AEC) 

24  

Domestic- scientific papers in other journals 

(ADF) 

15  
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Domestic - scientific papers in reviewed 

scientific proceedings, monographs (AED) 

 

15  

Other publications 

Foreign- invited and published papers at 

scientific conferences  (AFA) 
27 

+10 points / author - 

in the case of 

acceptance of the 

Proceedings into the 

database Thomson 

Reuters 

Foreign- invited and published papers at 

scientific conferences (AFC) 
24 

+10 points / author - 

in the case of 

acceptance of the 

Proceedings into the 

database Thomson 

Reuters 

Domestic - published papers at scientific 

conferences (AFB) 
15 

+10 points / author - 

in the case of 

acceptance of the 

Proceedings into the 

database Thomson 

Reuters 

Domestic - published papers at scientific 

conferences (AFD) 
12 

+10 points / author - 

in the case of 

acceptance of the 

Proceedings into the 

database Thomson 

Reuters 

Foreign - chapters in university textbooks 

(ACC), chapters in professional book 

publications (BBA), professional 

contributions in journals registered in WoS / 

SCOPUS (BDM) 

21  

Other foreign publications (abstracts, 

passwords, professional papers in journals, 

professional contributions in conference/non-

conference proceedings, chapters in artistic 

monographs/artistic translations, artistic 

works/translations, artistic translations in 

collections)  

BDA, BDE, BEE, BFA, CBA, CDE, CEC 

6  
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Domestic - chapters in university textbooks 

(ACD), chapters in professional book 

publications (BBB), professional in journals 

not registered in WoS/SCOPUS (BDN). 

15  

Other foreign and domestic publications  

(abstracts, posters, 
  

assembly work, work published with mass 

access  

- AFE, AFF, AFG, AFH, AFK, AFL, 

BCK, BDB, BDF, BEF, BFB, BGG, CBB, 

CDF, CED, EDI, EDJ, FAI, GHG 

1  

* If a C category publication has more than one author, the total score will be divided among 

co-authors according to their authorship share assigned to the publication in the Slovak 

Economic Library Bratislava.  

- Volumes in which the applicant has an author's share of at least 3 standard sheets  (AH; 1 

standard sheet = 20 standard pages, 1 standard page = 1800 characters) are regarded as 

university textbooks. 

- Study texts are considered a work in which the candidate has a minimum share of 3 AH.  

- Monographs are considered to be publication in which the researcher has an authorship 

share of at least 3 AS. 
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APPENDIX 2.5 

CURRENT PRACTICES OF RESEARCH EVALUATION AT 

MATEJ BEL UNIVERSITY, BANSKA BRYSTICA, SLOVAKIA     

# Assessment 

Criteria  

Description on Impact and Quality 

1

. 

Research Input 

(includes 

funding, 

grants, 

financial/in-

kind supports) 

Financial and in-kind support of researchers at Matej Bel University, 

Banska Bystrica 

MBU supports (int. directive 7/2015) participation of researchers in 

specific research funding schemes, mainly EU’s HORIZON 2020.  

Tools of support (for H2020) include:  

(a) funding of travel costs to grant proposal preparation meetings  

(b) payment of a salary bonus (up to 2000 EUR) to the research 

team for submitting grant proposal and  

(c) payment of a salary bonus (up to 1000 EUR) to the research 

team for successful grant proposal 

Tools of support (for all international projects) include:  

(a) payment of a salary bonus (up to 60 % of the eligible project’s 

personal costs) to the research team for successful grant 

implementation 

 

Table 1.1 List of implemented research projects during 2014 – 2016 

Scheme  #  Duration Finances 

APVV (national) 8  2011-2020 179 685 € 

VEGA 

(national) 
23 

 

 
2012-2018 231 138 € 

KEGA 

(national) 
7 

 
2012-2018 67 549 € 

FP7 4  2011-2016 173 450 € 

H2020 1  2015-2018 44 838 € 

DG 1  2015-2016 4 505 € 

 

Note 1: During the period of 2014-2016, 116 research project proposals 

were submitted by Faculty of Economics staff, out of which 33 were 

financed. Faculty success rate is 29%. 

Note 2: MBU was awarded in 2017 with the Erasmus + prize for best 

university in Slovakia for the amount of incoming teacher/staff mobility 

in the 30 years of the programme’s existence. This provides a platform 

for establishing research networks and consortiums. 

Source: https://www.umb.sk/aktuality/univerzita-mateja-bela-ocenena-

pri-prilezitosti-30-vyrocia-programmeu-erasmus.html  

https://www.umb.sk/aktuality/univerzita-mateja-bela-ocenena-pri-prilezitosti-30-vyrocia-programu-erasmus.html
https://www.umb.sk/aktuality/univerzita-mateja-bela-ocenena-pri-prilezitosti-30-vyrocia-programu-erasmus.html
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2

. 

Research 

Output 

(include 

publications) 

Assessment of research outputs for the accreditation 

Accreditation rules in Slovakia form the basis for research assessment 

criteria at any higher education institution. In general, there are two 

types of accreditation criteria in Slovakia, with the first related to the 

complex assessment of the higher education institution; the second to 

the accreditation of separate study programmes.  

The Commission performs comprehensive accreditation of universities 

every six years according to the previously published plan of 

comprehensive accreditations. Within this comprehensive accreditation, 

the Commission evaluates the level of research, development, artistic 

and other creative activities of the university and provides its opinion of 

the standards of the particular university compared with other 

universities and professional colleges. Despite the fact that the 

accreditation interval is always the same, the accreditation criteria 

change from one accreditation period to another. Furthermore, higher 

education institutions (HEIs) are not informed in advance about the 

criteria for the next accreditation period. This represents a significant 

problem for them in regards to their adaptation to the criteria. However, 

since the last accreditation some information has been released on 

several rules that should be followed in next the accreditation cycle.  

The accreditation process involved in 2015 two types of evaluation: 

1. Assessment of research activities and classification of higher 

education institutions into two categories: 

- Universities (with research focus) 

- Universities of applied sciences (professional higher education) 

2. Assessment of individual study programmes  

The first step in accreditation involves the criteria for assessment and 

classification of scientific publications. There are in general four groups 

of quality, with the highest level labelled A to the lowest level D. The 

criteria for publication ratings are different for each research area. In 

Table 1 we show the classification criteria for the research area 

‘Economics and management’. 

 

Table 2.1 

Rating  Description  

A  - article in a journal indexed in the Web of Science or 

Scopus database as a top international quality output ( 

publication in a scientific journal with HI ≥10 or IF ≥ 

0.7IFM) 

- article in a proceedings of the World Congress / 

Conference published by renowned international 

publisher and usually indexed WOS or Scopus 

- monograph published by renowned foreign 

publisher (e.g. Elsevier, Springer, Palgrave, Wiley, 

etc.) 

- a study or a chapter in a monograph published by 

foreign renowned publisher 
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B  - article in a scientific journal (indexed in Web of 

Science or Scopus database), unless placed in 

Category A 

- article in the reviewed proceedings of international 

conferences with an international programme 

committee unless it is classified in category A  

- monograph in a world language published by a 

renowned publisher, if not included in category A  

C  - article in a scientific journal unless it is classified in 

category A or B  

- article in reviewed conference proceedings unless it 

is classified in category A or B  

- monograph published in reputable domestic 

publisher 

- chapter in a monograph published in domestic 

publisher 

- university textbook published in domestic renowned 

publisher 

- research study for central authorities, ministries, etc. 

D  Other publications 

 

HEIs are further assessed and classified based on these three main 

criteria: 

1. Criterion 1 (KUZ1): The results of university research (or arts) - 

higher education institution have to have at least 60% of research 

areas assessed by rating B at least.  

2. Criterion 2 (KUZ2): The results of university study programmes in 

the implementation PhD. study programmes - the research outputs 

of PhD. students in at least 60% of research areas in which the 

institution has accredited a third-degree study programme have to 

be assessed by the rating C+. 

3. Criterion 3 (KUZ3): The structure of study programmes offered by 

the university-institution has a doctoral programme in at least 60% 

of the research areas in which it has accredited first- or second-

degree study programme. 

 

Accreditation Commission also select so called ‘Excellent research 

teams’. Call for proposals for inclusion among the excellent teams is 

published every two years. The team members had some joint 

publications and at least one team member must be younger than 40 

years. Commission is taking into account the most important research 

outputs for last six years. Once the excellent research teams are 

announced the award is valid for six years. MBU has already one 

excellent research team. 

The excellent research team should demonstrate outstanding results in 

at least two out of the three assessed areas which include top-quality 

publications, international presence as well as patents and works. 

Excellence in top quality publications are assessed base on these 

criteria: 

1. Highly cited publications published by team members: 
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a. 1a) Highly cited publications by members of the team for the 

entire period of their research - more than 100 SCI citations 

based on Web of Science database (excluding self-citations) if 

the impact factor (IF) of the research area according to JCR is 2 

(if it is less or more the number of citations is proportionally 

changed). If the team has N members it should have at least N/2 

of such a publication.   

b. 1b) Highly cited publications of team members published over 

the past six years – with at least 10 SCI citations (except self-

citations). If the team has N members it should have at least 

2xN of such publications.  

2. H-index of the team for the category of research by JCR for which 

the Impact factor = 2 should be at least H = 30 (at least 30 

publications, each of which is cited at least 30 times).  

3. There have to be monographs and book chapters written by team 

members, published by renowned publishers. 

Assessment of research outputs for the budget purposes  

Another publication classification is used to define the groups of 

publications for the purposes of subsidy distribution from state budget 

to each HEI. Publications are classified by their categories into five 

main groups. There are weights for each group of publication according 

to which the financial resources are allocated from two separate types 

of subsidies (shown in Table 2). 

D1 are weights used for allocation of subsidies for the implementation 

of accredited study programmes  

D2 are weights used for allocation of subsidies for research, 

development and arts activities 

 

     Table 2.2 

Publication categories D1 D2 

Group A1 - Book publications - scientific 

monograph 

  

scientific monographs (AAA, AAB) 0.50 1 

studies similar to scientific monograph in 

journals and collections (ABA, ABB) 

0.50 1 

chapters in Scientific Monographs (ABC, ABD) 0.05 0.1 

Group A2 - Other book publications   

college textbooks (ACA, ACB) 0.50 0 

professional book publications (BAA, BAB) 0.50 0 

textbooks for secondary and elementary schools 

(BCB) 

0.50 0 

scripts and educational sexts (BCI)) 0.50 0 

artistic monographs, dramatic works, scripts, 

artistic translations of publications and author's 

catalogues (CAA, CAB) 

0.50 0 

survey work (EAI) 0.50 0 

professional translations of publications (EAJ) 0.50 0 

book compilation work (bibliography, 

encyclopaedias, catalogues, dictionaries, 

proceedings, atlases, etc.) (FAI) 

0.50 0 
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Group B - Publications indexed in Current 

Contents Connect (CCC) database 

  

scientific publications  CCC database  (ADC, 

ADD) 

1.00 1.00- 

6.00 

Professional publications  CCC database  (BDC, 

BDD) 

1.00 1.00-

6.00 

Artistic outputs and translations indexed in CCC 

database (CDC, CDD) 

1.00 1.00-

6.00 

Copyright Certificates, Patents and Discoveries 

(AGJ) (AGJ) 

1.00 1.00 

Group C - Publications in journals that are not 

indexed in CCC database but are registered in the 

Web of Science or Scopus databases 

  

scientific publications in journals registered in the 

Web of Science or SCOPUS databases (ADM, 

ADN) 

0.25-

0.50 

1.00- 

6.00 

professional work in journals registered in Web 

of Science or SCOPUS databases (BDM, BDN) 

0.25-

0.50 

1.00 

-6.00 

Group D - Other publications   

chapters in academic textbooks (ACC, ACD) 
0.03- 

0.06 

0.00 

scientific publications in other journals (ADE, 

ADF) 

0.015 1.00 

Scientific publications in peer-reviewed journals 

and monographs (AEC, AED 

0.03-

0.06 

2.00-

4.00 

abstracts of scientific works in journals indexed 

in CCC (AEG, AEH) 

0.015 1.00 

published (invited) contributions to scientific 

conferences (AFA, AFB) 

0.03-

0.06 

2.00-

4.00 

published contributions to scientific conferences 

(AFC, AFD) 

0.03-

0.06 

2.00-

400 

abstracts of contributions from scientific 

conferences (AFE, AFF, AFG, AFH) 

0.015 1.00 

abstracts of scientific works in journals registered 

in Web of Science or SCOPUS databases (AEM, 

AEN) 

0.015 0 

chapters in professional book publications (BBA, 

BBB) 

0.015 0 

chapters in textbooks and textbooks (BCK) 0.015 0 

words in professional terminology dictionaries 

and encyclopaedias (BDA, BDB) 

0.015 0 

professional work in other journals (BDE, BDF) 0.015 0 

abstracts of professional works from domestic 

and foreign events (BFA, BFB) 

0.015 0 

professional work in other journals (BDE, BDF) 0.015 0 

abstracts of professional works from domestic 

and foreign events (BFA, BFB) 

0.015 0 
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Motivation system at MBU based on publication assessment 

 

Motivation system of employees in research activities is mainly 

decentralized at the level of faculties. In spite of the efforts of the MBU 

management to create a universally motivated incentive system that 

would include the remuneration of creative employees for the most 

significant publication outputs, there was no agreement between UMB 

management and faculties on uniform criteria for evaluating publication 

outputs, as the research areas at UMB are too diverse and their outputs 

incomparable. 

Hence, MBU faculties have competencies in applying different 

incentives to support creative activities in the field of science and 

research. However, faculties must use their own funds in order to 

finance this motivation system. The motivation system is realized at the 

faculty by continuously adjusting the personal evaluation and/or by 

one-time remuneration.  

The comprehensive system of so called ‘material stimulation’ of 

employees based on their scientific outputs is introduced at the Faculty 

of Economics. Based on the system, authors of selected top-quality 

publications outputs are rewarded by extra one-time rewards. 

 

Table 2.3 Top quality publications with extra one-time reward: 

Scientific monograph published by reputable foreign publisher 

(e.g. Elsevier, Springer, Palgrave, Wiley, etc.) (AAA category)  

- pay € 1500 for 100% (minimum 3 standard sheets, 1 standard 

sheet = 20 standard pages)  

A study in the journal or in scientific monograph published by 

reputable foreign publisher (e.g. Elsevier, Springer, Palgrave, 

Wiley, etc.) (ABA category)  

- pay € 500 for 100% stake in copyright (min. 1AH. 

Chapter in a monograph published by foreign renowned 

publisher (ABC category)  

- pay € 500 for 100% share (min. 1 AH)  

An article in a scientific journal registered in the international 

databases Web of Science or Scopus as a high-quality output 

(Journal with H-index ≥ 10 or IF ≥ 0.4 IF(median)  

- pay 1000 € for 100% author share  

An article in a scientific journal registered in the international 

databases Web of Science or Scopus as a top-quality output 

(Journal with H-index ≥ 20 or IF ≥ 0.7 IF(median)  

- pay 1500 € for 100% author share 

An article written in a foreign language in the Proceedings of 

the World Congress / Conference published by renowned 

international publisher (e.g. Elsevier, Springer, Palgrave, Wiley, 

etc.) indexed in Web of Science or Scopus  

- pay 500€ for 100% author share.  
 

3

.  

Others 

(based on 

contexts, 

institutions 

a) MBU staff are encouraged to go to conferences and to interact with 

public sector and other organizations both in Slovakia and 

internationally. The costs of such visits are funded by MBU or by the 

project founds. 
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might have 

specific 

assessment 

criteria that is 

in addition to 

#1 and #2). 

b) Criteria for obtaining higher scientific-pedagogical degrees (mostly 

based on research outputs) 

The Scientific Council is the organ of academic self-government the 

main institutional body responsible for setting research assessment 

criteria at University level. The Rector is the chair of the Council. Deans 

of the individual faculties are also members of the Scientific Council. 

Other members of the Council are appointed by the Rector after approval 

by the Academic Senate. The members are distinguished experts in the 

fields in which the University carries out educational and research 

activities. The council meeting is held at least twice in the academic year. 

Among other competences it is responsible for approving the criteria for 

obtaining higher scientific-pedagogical degrees at the university. The 

Council discusses proposals for awarding the title ‘Associate Professor’ 

and ‘Professor’ and deciding on their outcome in study fields in which 

the study programmes are carried out by the University. It also approves 

general criteria for occupying the positions of professors and associate 

professors. 

The criteria for obtaining academic degree is different for each field of 

research area. Thus in the case of MBU it is six research areas. In Table 

4 and Table 5 we provided example of this criteria for research areas 

‘Economics and management’ and ‘Humanities and historical sciences’. 

 

Table 3.1 Criteria for obtaining higher scientific-pedagogical degrees 

(habilitation and inauguration) in the research area ‘Economics and 

management’. 

 

ACTIVITIES: Assoc. 

Prof. 

Prof

. 

I. Teaching - teaching criteria 

II. Supervising of PhD students 

Number of PhD students having completed the 

study in the relevant or related field 

 
1 

Number of PhD students after dissertation exam 

in the relevant study field 

 
1 

III. Publications 

1. Textbooks 3 6 

2. Scientific monographs 1 /number of standard 

sheets 

1/3 2 

3. Scientific papers published at home 12 20 

4. Scientific papers published abroad 5 13 

5. Papers published in reviewed scientific 

conference proceedings abroad 

6. Papers published in reviewed  scientific 

conference proceedings at home 

8 

2 

15 

5 

7. Professional and other works(book chapters, 

professional papers...) 

3 5 

Scientific papers (total) 28 55 

Publications in the category A (minimum)2 3 6 

IV. Responses to publications – in total 30 60 
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Citations registered in Web of Science citation 

indexes and Scopus 

5 10 

V. Participation in research projects and projects 

for practice in total 

3 5 

out of that coordinator or deputy coordinator 1 3 

 

Notes:  
1 The minimum extent of scientific monographs and chapters in scientific 

monographs to be accepted in the database is 3 standard sheets (1 

standard sheet = 20 standard pages, 1 standard page = 1800 characters).  
2 Out of the given number of publications, professor candidates must have 

at least 6 publications in category A, out of which 2 publications must be 

in journals with IF > 0.25, and candidates for assistant professor/docent 

3 publications in category A, out of which at least 1 publication must be 

in a journal with impact factor IF > 0.25. 

 

Table 3.2 Criteria for obtaining higher scientific-pedagogical degrees 

(habilitation and inauguration) in research area ‘Humanities and 

historical sciences’. 

 

ACTIVITIES: Assoc. 

Prof. 

Prof. 

I. Teaching - teaching criteria  

II. Supervising of PhD students 

Number of PhD students having completed the 

study in the relevant or related field 

 
1 

Number of PhD students after dissertation exam 

in the relevant study field 

 
1 

III. Publications 

1. Textbooks 1 2 

2. Scientific monographs 1 1 2 

3. Scientific papers in WoS and Scopus 1 3 

4. Scientific papers outside WoS and Scopus 9 17 

5. Papers published in reviewed scientific 

conference proceedings abroad 

6. Papers published in reviewed  scientific 

conference proceedings at home 

5 

10 

10 

20 

7.  Reviewed chapters in monographs, textbooks 

and proceedings 

10 20 

Scientific papers (total) 20 40 

Publications in the category A (minimum) 1 3 

IV. Responses to publications – in total 20 40 

Citations registered in Web of Science citation 

indexes and Scopus 

10 20 

V. Participation in research projects and projects 

for practice in total 

2 1 

out of that coordinator or deputy coordinator 0 1 
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Notes:  
1 The minimum extent of scientific monographs and chapters in scientific 

monographs to be accepted in the database is 3 standard sheets (AH; 1 

standard sheet = 20 standard pages, 1 standard page = 1800 characters). 
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APPENDIX 2.6 

CURRENT PRACTICES OF EVALUATION AT UNIVERSITAS 

GADJAH MADA, YOGYAKARTA, INDONESIA 

No Assessment Criteria  Description on Impact and Quality 

1. Research Input 

(includes funding, 

grants, financial/in-

kind supports) 

1. Acquisition and 

Structure of 

Research Funding 

2. Coaching to 

Produce Reliable 

Researchers 

3. Continuity of 

Supporting 

Facilities and 

Research 

Administrative 

Services 

• Establish and maintain connection with possible 

sources of research funding to support research 

activities. Research funding can be obtained from the 

ministry, institutions/agencies, industries/companies, 

local government, and foreign parties (international 

funding) 

• Increase the number reliable researchers who are able 

to support productive and high-quality research, by 

produce new doctors and professors, increase the 

quality of freshman students, especially in graduate 

level, and provide leading research centres 

• As an effort to support the smoothness of research 

process appoint those who responsible for managing 

sources of funding, procurement and administration 

process. Invest in advanced research equipment and 

provide a high-quality information systems for data 

processing 

2. Research Output 

(include publications) 

1. Dissemination of 

Research Results [in 

terms of Diversity 

and Intensity] 

• Reach various types of dissemination media for 

research results, for example, website, institution, 

scientific journal, proceeding, mass media, book, etc. 

• Increase the number of indexed international 

publications 

• Increase number of citations 

3. Others 

(based on contexts, 

institutions might have 

specific assessment 

criteria that is in 

addition to #1 and #2). 

1. Improve the Level 

of Knowledge 

Innovation and 

Development 

2. Impact on 

Improving 

Education and 

Community Service 

Programmes 

• Increase the number of new patent applications 

• Increase the number of commercialised patents 

• Increase the number of paid MTA (Master Transfer 

Agreements) 

• Increase the number of new formed business unit (star-

up company) 
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APPENDIX 2.7 

CURRENT PRACTICES OF RESEARCH EVALUATION AT 

UNIVERSITAS ISLAM INDONESIA (UII), YOGYAKARTA, 

INDONESIA 

REPESEA: System for the Assessment of Impact & Quality of Research 

(SAIQR) 

Universitas Islam Indonesia 

No. Assessment Criteria  Description on Impact and Quality 

1. Research Input 

(includes funding, 

grants, financial/in-

kind supports) 

1. Number of submitted research proposals 

2. Amount of research grants  

2. Research Output 

(include publications) 

1. Number of international journal publications 

2. Number of national journal publication 

3. Number of conference publication 

4. Number of published books 

5. Number of registered patents/copyright 

6. Number of other research products (technologies, 

policies, and designs) 

3. Others 

(based on contexts, 

institutions might 

have specific 

assessment criteria 

that is in addition to 

#1 and #2). 

1. Number of conferences hosted by the university 

2. Number of international research partners 

3. Percentage of lecturers with international journal 

publications/patents/copyright 

4. Percentage of research projects, which involve students 
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APPENDIX 2.8 

CURRENT PRACTICES OF RESEARCH EVALUATION AT 

UNIVERSITI TEKNOLOGI MARA (UiTM), MALAYSIA 

# Assessment 

Criteria  

Description on Impact and Quality 

1. Research Input 

(includes 

funding, grants, 

financial/in-

kind supports) 

Quantity and Quality of Researchers: 

1. Total number of academic staff involved as principal 

investigators in research projects 

(National/International/Private/Industry) 

2. Types of grants  

- University  

- National e.g. FRGS, ERGS, LRGS, PRGS, TRGS, HiCoE, 

MARDI etc. 

- Industrial grants – contract research, clinical trial, CESS fund, 

PPRN etc. 

- International – JICA, Newton-Ungku Omar, ERASMUS, UN, 

WHO, World Bank etc. 

3. Total number of academic staff with PhD or professional 

qualifications 

4. Research experience – academic staff are divided into three age 

cohorts i.e. > 50 years, 40 – 50 years, < 40 years 

5. Awards or stewardships conferred by National and International 

Academic and Professional Institutions for research excellence 

e.g. Editor in chief, Editorial board member, national or 

international chairman of task force, fellowship etc. 

- total number of awards conferred by International 

Academic/Professional Institutions 

- total number of awards conferred by National 

Academic/Professional Institutions 

- total number of recognitions/stewardship conferred by 

International Academic/Professional Institutions 

- total number of recognitions/stewardship conferred by 

National Academic/Professional Institutions 

 

Research Grants for Academic Staff: 

1. Total number of public funds from government agencies/home 

universities/parent institutions/main campus 

2. Total amount approved (pledged) for new projects from 

Government/Statutory Institutions in the year of assessment  

3. Total amount received (in bursary) for active projects from 

Government/Statutory Institutions in the year of assessment  

4. Total amount of Private/Industrial Funds (including contract 

research)  
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- Total amount approved (pledged) for new projects from 

Private/Industry/Non-Government Organization (NGO) in the 

year of assessment  

- Total amount received (in bursary) for active projects from 

Private/Industry/Non-Government Organization (NGO) in the 

year of assessment  

5. Total amount of International funds 

- Total amount approved (pledged) for new projects from 

International Institutions/Agencies in the year of assessment  

- Total amount received (in bursary) for active projects from 

International Institutions/Agencies in the year of assessment  

2. Research 

Output 

(include 

publications) 

Quantity and Quality of Research: 

1. Publications 

- total number of publications in SCOPUS/WOS/ERA indexed 

journals 

- total number of publications in SCOPUS/WOS/ERA indexed 

conference proceedings 

- joint publications (industry/international/agencies/research 

institutes) 

a. Publication Impact 

- total citations 

- articles published in Q1 and Q2 journals 

- - % of articles published in Q1 and Q2 journals 

b. Total number of publications in other journals 

c. Research books and chapters 

- number of research books 

- number of chapters in research books 

d. Policy papers 

e. Other publications (case studies, technical reports, articles in 

magazines, newsletters, original writings and publications 

from conferences, digital or print media) 

2. Quantity and Quality of Postgraduates 

a. number of PhDs graduated 

b. number of master’s degrees awarded 

c. post-doctoral appointments 

3. Innovation 

a. patent 

b. commercialized products 

c. technology know-how licensing 

d. other IPRs 

e. Start-ups/Spin off companies 

4. Networking and Linkages 

a. Participation in International Inter-Institution research related 

activities under MoA/active agreement 

b. Membership in International Academic/Professional 

institutions/Associations/NGOs  

c. Participation in National Inter-Institution research related 

activities under MoA  

d. Membership in National Academic/Professional 

Institutions/Associations/Ministry/NGOs 
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e. Knowledge/Technology Diffusion Project/Assimilation 

(Social Innovation)  

f. Joint research projects between Research Universities (RUs) 

in each project  

3.  Others 

(based on 

contexts, 

institutions 

might have 

specific 

assessment 

criteria that is 

in addition to 

#1 and #2). 

Professional Services and Gifts 

a. Gross income from training courses (non-degree 

programmes) and Postgraduate fees from R&D  

b. Gross income from organising conferences, seminars and 

knowledge-sharing programmes in the field of expertise 

c. Gross income from product commercialization/technology 

know how licensing/outright sale  

d. Gross income based on financial transactions of that year 

from consultancies (excluding contract research)/hospital 

recoupable fees/lab services fees in the year of assessment 

e. Endowment (including professorial chairs)  

f. Percentage of operational expenditure (OE) for R&D 

development  

Support facilities 

a. Laboratory/research facilities that are accredited based on 

their core competencies  
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APPENDIX 2.9 

CURRENT PRACTICES OF RESEARCH EVALUATION AT 

UNIVERSITI TEKNOLOGI MALAYSIA (UTM) 

# Assessment 

Criteria  

Description on Impact and Quality 

1. Research Input 

(includes 

funding, grants, 

financial/in-kind 

supports) 

Quantity and Quality of Researchers: 

1. Total number of academic staff involved as principal 

investigators in research projects 

(National/International/Private/Industry) 

2. Types of grants  

- University  

- National e.g. FRGS, ERGS, LRGS, PRGS, TRGS, HiCoE, 

MARDI, etc. 

- Industrial grants – contract research, clinical trial, CESS 

fund, PPRN, etc. 

- International – JICA, Newton-Ungku Omar, ERASMUS, 

UN, WHO, World Bank, etc. 

3. Total number of academic staff with PhD or professional 

qualifications 

4. Research experience – academic staff are divided into three age 

cohorts i.e. > 50 years, 40 – 50 years, < 40 years 

5. Awards or stewardships conferred by National and 

International Academic and Professional Institutions for 

research excellence e.g. editor in chief, editorial board member, 

national or international chairman of task force, fellowship, etc. 

- total number of awards conferred by International 

Academic/Professional Institutions 

- total number of awards conferred by National 

Academic/Professional Institutions 

- total number of recognitions/stewardship conferred by 

International Academic/Professional Institutions 

- total number of recognitions/stewardship conferred by 

National Academic/Professional Institutions 

 

Research Grants for Academic Staff: 

1. Total number of public funds from government agencies/home 

universities/parent institutions/main campus 

2. Total amount approved (pledged) for new projects from 

government/statutory institutions in the year of assessment  

3. Total amount received (in bursary) for active projects from 

government/statutory institutions in the year of assessment   

4. Total amount of Private/Industrial Funds (including contract 

research)  
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- Total amount approved (pledged) for new projects from a 

Private/Industry/Non-Government Organization (NGO) in 

the year of assessment  

- Total amount received (in bursary) for active projects from 

a Private/Industry/Non-Government Organization (NGO) in 

the year of assessment  

5. Total amount of International funds 

- Total amount approved (pledged) for new projects from 

International Institutions/Agencies in the year of assessment  

- Total amount received (in bursary) for active projects from 

International Institutions/Agencies in the year of assessment  

2. Research Output 

(include 

publications) 

Quantity and Quality of Research: 

1. Publications 

- total number of publications in SCOPUS/WOS/ERA 

indexed journals 

- total number of publications in SCOPUS/WOS/ERA 

indexed conference proceedings 

- joint publications (industry/international/agencies/research 

institutes) 

a. Publication Impact 

- total citations 

- articles published in Q1 and Q2 journals 

- % of articles published in Q1 and Q2 journals 

b. Total number of publications in other journals 

c. Research books and chapters 

- number of research books 

- number of chapters in research books 

d. Policy papers 

e. Other publications (case studies, technical reports, articles 

in magazines, newsletters, original writings and publications 

from conferences, digital or print media) 

2. Quantity and Quality of Postgraduates 

a. number of PhDs graduated 

b. number of master’s degrees awarded 

c. post-doctoral appointments 

3. Innovation 

a. patents 

b. commercialized products 

c. technology know-how licensing 

d. other IPRs 

e. start-ups/spin off companies 

4. Networking and Linkages 

a. Participation in International Inter-Institution research 

related activities under MoA/active agreement 

b. Membership in International Academic/Professional 

institutions/Associations/NGOs  

c. Participation in National Inter-Institution research related 

activities under MoA  

d. Membership in National Academic/Professional 

Institutions/Associations/Ministry/NGOs 
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e. Knowledge/Technology Diffusion Project/Assimilation 

(Social Innovation)  

f. Joint research projects between Research Universities (RUs) 

in each project  

3.  Others 

(based on 

contexts, 

institutions 

might have 

specific 

assessment 

criteria that is in 

addition to #1 

and #2). 

Professional Services and Gifts 

a. Gross income from training courses (non-degree 

programmes) and Postgraduate fees from R&D  

b. Gross income from organising conferences, seminars and 

knowledge-sharing programmes in the field of expertise 

c. Gross income from product commercialization/technology 

know how licensing/outright sale  

d. Gross income based on financial transactions of that year 

from consultancies (excluding contract research)/hospital 

recoupable fees/lab services fees in the year of assessment 

e. Endowments (including professorial chairs)  

f. Percentage of operational expenditures (OE) for R&D 

development  

Support facilities 

a. Laboratory/research facilities accredited based on their core 

competencies  
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b) Research activity 

Under § 75 par. 4 of Act no. 131/2002 Z.z. on higher education institutions and on the amendment of 

certain laws, a university teacher acting as an academic is responsible for research and education at a 

university or faculty. He/she is to contribute through research, teaching and outreach activities to 

developing knowledge in their field of study. In the field of research, the duties of an academic include 

the original research work, research activities and publication of their results in journals and at scientific 

or professional events of international recognition, management of research teams and the organization 

of international scientific events. 

It is the obligation of academics in the position of professor, professor extraordinaire and associate 

professor to obtain at least 8 points from research activities according to the following specification for 

the period of 2 calendar years and employees in the position of assistant professor is to obtain at least 6 

points for the research activities for the period of 2 calendar years based on the following specifications: 

Research activities Points 

 Participation in a research project at home/per year 2 

 Participation in a research project abroad /per year 4 

 Participation in of the implementation of a research project or structural 

fund project/ per year 
3 

 Management of an approved research project at domestic/per year 5 

 Management of an approved research project  

Foreign/per year 
7 

 Management of an approved applied research project or Structural fund 

project/ per yearly 
6 

 Preparation and submission of a research project home / project ** 3 

 Preparation and submission of a research project  

Foreign / project ** 
6 

 Preparation and presentation of the applied research project or the 

Structural Funds / project ** 
3 

** If more than one UEBA staff member in Bratislava is involved in the preparation and submission 

of a research project, the point evaluation will be broken down by the share of individual UEBA staff 

involvement in the preparation and submission of the project. 
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APPENDIX 2.10 

CURRENT PRACTICE OF RESEARCH EVALUATION AT ICO-

NIDA, THAILAND 

Currently, the quality of publication by faculty members, researchers and students are evaluated 

on the basis of publication in the approved list of national and international journals. The only 

individual requirement is that each faculty member has to publish one article in the approved list 

of international journals per year. This list is compiled by Civil Service Commission in Higher 

Education Institutions. The list includes journals in the following database. 

• Academic Search Premier (http://www.ebsco.com/home) (select ebscohost and then 

academic search premier) 

• Agricola (http://agricola.nal.usda.gov) 

• BIOSIS (http://www.biosis.org) 

• CINAHL (http://www.ebscohost.com/academic/cinahl-plus-with-full-text) 

• EiCOMPENDEX (http://www.ei.org) 

• ERIC (http://www.eric.ed.gov/) 

• H.W. Wilson (http://www.ebscohost.com) (select ebscohost and then H.W. Wilson) 

• Infotrieve (http://www.infotrieve.com) 

• Ingenta Connect (http://www.ingentaconnect.com) 

• INSPEC (http://www.theiet.org/publishing/inspec) 

• MathSciNet (http://www.ams.org/mathscinet) 

• MEDLINE/Pubmed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/) 

• PsycINFO (http://www.apa.org/pubs/databases/psycinfo/index.aspx) 

• Pubmed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/) 

• ScienceDirect (http://www.sciencedirect.com) 

• SciFinder (https://scifinder.cas.org/) 

• Scopus (http://www.info.scopus.com) 

• Social Science Research 

Network  (http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/DisplayAbstractSearch.cfm) 

• Web of Knowledge (http://wokinfo.com) 

Nevertheless, the system which assesses the quality of publications of the faculty as a whole can 

be found within the assessment system of course or programme quality under the criteria laid out 

by the Office for National Education Standards and Quality Assessment 

(http://www.onesqa.or.th/en/profile/973/#s). The National Institute of Development 

Administration uses a weighting point assessment system in considering the quality of publication 

by its faculty members, researchers and students details as below:  

 

http://www.ebsco.com/home
http://agricola.nal.usda.gov/
http://www.biosis.org/
http://www.ebscohost.com/academic/cinahl-plus-with-full-text
http://www.ei.org/
http://www.eric.ed.gov/
http://www.ebscohost.com/
http://www.infotrieve.com/
http://www.ingentaconnect.com/
http://www.theiet.org/publishing/inspec
http://www.ams.org/mathscinet
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/
http://www.apa.org/pubs/databases/psycinfo/index.aspx
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/
http://www.sciencedirect.com/
https://scifinder.cas.org/
http://www.info.scopus.com/
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/DisplayAbstractSearch.cfm
http://wokinfo.com/
http://www.onesqa.or.th/en/profile/973/#s
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Weighting* Details 

0.25 Publication in national and international proceedings  

Publication in the Thai Journal Citation Index – TCI indexed journals 

(Tier 1 & Tier 2) 

0.75 Publication in national journals in the approved list from Office for 

National Education Standards and Quality Assessment (see the 

attached file) 

0.50 Publication in international journals in the approved list from Office 

for National Education Standards and Quality Assessment (see the 

attached file) 

Publication in SCImago ranked journals Q3 and Q4 in accordance to 

subject categories 

1.0 Publication in SCImago ranked journals Q1 and Q2 in accordance to 

subject categories 

Publication in international journals in ISI or Scopus 

* 1.0 is the highest weighting 
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